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Intrnrhirtinn . LL 
Evolution and development of the eye 
[ ] Yet reason tells me, that if numerous gradations from a perfect and complex 
eye to one very imperfect and simple, each grade being useful to its possessor, can 
be shown to exist; if further, the eye does vary ever so slightly, and the variations 
be inherited, which is certainly the case; and if any variation or modification in 
the organ be ever useful to an animal under changing conditions of life, then the 
difficulty of believing that a perfect and complex eye could be formed by natural 
selection, though insuperable by our imagination, can hardly be considered real. 
Charles Darwin (1859) On the Origin of Species 
Eye evolution 
Over a century after Darwin wrote the above, the eye is still in the focus of 
evolutionary thought ( eg , Dawkins, 1986) While the complete pathways of eye 
evolution have by no means been elucidated, much more is known than in Darwin's days 
(Goldsmith, 1990, Land & Fernald, 1992) It appears that eyes have evolved 
independently at least fourty times Yet, homologous genes regulating eye development 
have been identified in different animal phyla (Haider et al., 1995). The product of these 
genes, the transcription factor Pax-6, operates at such a high level in the developmental 
cascade that the Pax-6 gene is considered to be the "master gene" in eye formation 
(reviewed in Wistow, 1995, Cvekl & Piatigorsky, 1996) So, intriguingly, homologous 
genes play identical roles in nonhomologous structures (Fernald, 1997) 
Recently, a computer simulation suggested that a light-sensitive patch might gradually 
turn into a focused lens eye through continuous small improvements of design within a 
few hundred thousand years (Nilsson & Peiger, 1994) However, this study lacks any 
experimental corroboration Furthermore, it leaves many things, such as the inversion of 
the vertebrate retina, unexplained 
1? 
Lens development 
Eye structure is similar in all vertebrates The ontogeny of the vertebrate eye is shown 
in Fig 1 Especially interesting is the eye lens, with its light-refracting shape and its 
transparency Lens induction is an early embryonic event (Grainger, 1992). a patch of 
epidermal ectoderm overlying neural ectoderm undergoes cell elongation, forming the 
lens placode Following invagination of the lens placode and the underlying neural 
ectoderm, the lens placode forms the lens vesicle The neural ectoderm layer forms the 
eye cup, giving rise to the retina and ciliary body 
The placode's original elongated cells at the posterior side of the vesicle undergo 
further elongation and differentiate into the primary fiber cells of the lens The 
undifferentiated anterior cells of the lens vesicle become the lens epithelium The more 
lateral epithelial cells migrate towards the lens equator, where they enter mitosis (Fig 2) 
At the lens equator, the cells undergo elongation and differentiate into the secondary lens 
fiber cells These overlay the primary fiber cells (the lens nucleus) in concentric layers. 
During life, the oldest secondary fiber cells also become part of the lens nucleus 
eventually The younger secondary fiber cells, which still have metabolic activity and 
protein synthesis, constitute the lens cortex. Maturing fiber cells lose their organelles 
during terminal differentiation This reduces light scattering in the lens The breakdown 
of organelles may, however, not be an end in itself but just an inevitable part of the 
differentiation process (Wistow, 1995) The consequence is that proteins in the mature 
fiber cells have to survive without turnover during the life-span of the animal Apart from 
cell elongation, the shape of the lens is also determined by the lens capsule, a basement 
membrane surrounding the lens 
Understanding of the molecular evolution of the vertebrate eye lens is enhanced by the 
increasing knowledge of lens biochemistry and molecular biology (reviewed in 
Bloemendal, 1981, Wistow & Piatigorsky, 1988; de Jong et ai, 1994). Much of this 
knowledge is focused on the structural eye lens proteins, the crystallins, which will be 
treated below. 
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Fig. 1. Ontogeny of the vertebrate eye (afler Wistow, 1995) 
Crystallins 
Ubiquitous and taxon-specific crystallins 
Requirements for transparency and proper light refraction impose specific demands on 
eye lens proteins. The majority of lens fiber cell proteins have a structural role. These 
proteins are collectively indicated as crystallins, and must have been recruited when the 
vertebrate eye came into existence. The various types of vertebrate crystallins (Table 1) 
are evolutionarily unrelated. They only share the properties to be in vivo long-living 
proteins that are compatible with lens transparency. Crystallins either occur as enzymes 
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Fig. 2. Differentiation in the vertebrate eye lens (after Wistow, 1995) 
α-, ß-, and γ-crystallins occur, in varying amounts, ubiquitously in vertebrate lenses. 
The ß- and γ-crystallins belong to the same protein superfamily. The other, so-called 
taxon-specific, crystalline have a more restricted occurrence, e.g., ô-crystallin occurs in 
birds and reptiles, η-crystallin only in elephant shrews (Wistow & Kim, 1991), and i-
crystallin in certain diurnal geckos (Roll et al, 1996). 
Table 1. Vertebrate crystallins (modified after Wistow, 1995) 
Ubiquitous Taxon-specific 
α,β,γ δ,ε reptiles, birds 
ζ,η,λ,μ mammals 
ρ frogs, geckos 
τ scattered distribution 
ι,π diurnal geckos 
Early in lens evolution, already existing gene products which had, by chance, 
favorable properties as lens proteins, must have been used. By evolutionary events, gene 
products with improved properties were then selected, or, alternatively, the level of 
expression in the lens was raised, so that the recruited protein acquired an additional 
function, without loss of the primary function This would require a change in the 
regulation of tissue- or developmental-specific expression of the corresponding gene 
The first finding was that the amino acid sequence of duck lens e-crystallin is identical to 
that of heart-type lactate dehydrogenase В (Wistow et ai, 1987) Subsequently it was 
shown that the two proteins are encoded by the same gene (Hendriks et αϊ, 1988a). 
Such gene sharing appears to be a common phenomenon in taxon-specific crystallins 
(Piatigorsky & Wistow, 1991). 
Interestingly, several crystallin genes have been shown to be directly under the control 
of Pax-6 (reviewed in Cvekl & Piatigorsky, 1996) An explanation for this "Por-6 
paradox"—Pax-6 being the "master gene" for eye development, and encoding the 
transcription factor for crystallin gene expression at the other end of the eye 
1ή 
a-Crystallins 
This thesis focuses on the ct-crystallins, being the crystallins for which most 
evolutionary data have already been collected, and being most promising for further 
phylogenetic studies (see below) While for example the phylogenetic potential of δ-
crystallin has been suggested early on (Rabaey, 1962, de Jong et al, 1981a), this has not 
been effectuated yet, among others due to apparent gene conversion (Wistow & 
Piatigorsky, 1990, also see below), as will be briefly mentioned in Chapter 6 of this 
thesis 
α-Crystallin may reach levels of up to 50% of the water-soluble lens fraction in certain 
animals (Bloemendal, 1981, Wistow & Piatigorsky, 1988) It can be isolated as 300-
1,000 kDa aggregates, consisting of two types of related polypeptides, aA and aB, each 
slightly over 170 residues in length (Groenen et al, 1994) Both subunits are encoded by 
single-copy genes (King & Piatigorsky, 1983, Quax-Jeuken et al, 1985) In certain 
mammals part of the aA-crystallin possesses an insertion of 23 amino acids This form is 
produced by alternative splicing (King & Piatigorsky, 1983, Hendriks et al, 1988b) and 
has slightly different properties as compared to the normal αΑ-crystallin (Smulders et al, 
1995b) Both аА- and аВ-crystallin also occur extralenticularly (Bhat & Nagineni, 1989, 
Kato et al, 1991) аВ-Crystallin accumulates in brain tissues of patients with 
neurodegenerative diseases, a о Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (Renkawek et al, 1992) and 
Alzheimer's disease (Renkawek et al, 1994), and has been implicated as a candidate 
autoantigen in multiple sclerosis (van Noort et al, 1995). 
α-Crystallins can undergo diverse posttranslational modifications, such as peptide-
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bond cleavage, cAMP-dependent phosphorylation, autophosphorylation, deamidation, 
transglutaminase-mediated cross-linking, carbamylation, fatty acylation, racemization, 
and glycation (Groenen et al, 1994; Wistow, 1995, and references therein) These 
modifications may play roles in the interaction of a-crystallins with each other and with 
other lens components, but also result from age-dependent processes Some of these 
modifications can change the functional properties of the protein (Takemoto, 1994, van 
Boekele/a/., 1996) 
a-Crystallins are related to the small heat-shock proteins (shsps) (Ingolia & Craig, 
1982) These proteins are found in all kinds of organisms (reviewed in de Jong et al, 
1993a, de Jong et al, 1998) Monomer sizes ranges from 12 kDa in Caenorhabditis 
elegans hspl2 3 (Leroux et ai, 1997) to 43 kDa in Saccharomyces cerevisiae hsp42p 
(Wotton et ai, 1996) Plants often possess several classes of shsps (Waters et al, 1996), 
but in animals several different shsps also occur In man, six members of the shsp family 
have been described aA- and aB-crystallin, hsp27, p20, and most recently hspL27 and 
HSPB2 (Kato et al, 1994, Lam et al, 1996, Iwaki et al, 1997, de Jong et al, 1998) 
Interestingly, the HSPB2 and aB-crystallin genes are arranged in a head-to-head manner 
and may share regulatory elements, although HSPB2 is not expressed in the lens (Iwaki 
et al, 1997). An alignment of the human shsps is shown in Fig 3 Additional human 
shsps may well be discovered, as a distinct shsp gene, hsp30, is present in multiple copies 
in the amphibian Xenopus (Krone et al, 1992) and the bony fish Poeahopsis (Noms et 
al, 1997) 
α-Crystallins share many functional properties with the shsps, including their 
molecular chaperone-like activity—their ability to prevent aggregation of other 
proteins—(Horwitz, 1992, Jakob et al, 1993, Merck et al, 1993a) and their ability to 
convey thermotolerance (Landry et al, 1989, Klemenz et al, 1991, Voorter et al, 1992, 
van den IJssel et al, 1994, reviewed in Arrigo & Landry, 1994) Influence of sequence 
on the properties of α-crystallin is а о being investigated by site-directed mutagenesis 
(Plater et al, 1996, Smulders étal, 1995a, 1996) 
Higher order structure of the α-crystallins is still largely unknown They are 
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predominantly ß-sheet proteins (Li & Spector, 1974, Siezen & Argos, 1983, Walsh et 
al, 1991) Wistow (1985) proposed a two-domain model for the tertiary structure, each 
domain consisting of two similar motifs This is supported by the fact that the separate 
C-terminal domain behaves as a viable protein (Merck et al., 1992) The C-terminal 
residues (from position 257 onwards in Fig 3) flex freely from the surface of the proteins 
(Carver et al, 1992) 
The domain boundary coincides with the first intron in the a-crystallin genes (Chapter 
2) While this is often the case in animal protein-coding genes, this does not necessarily 
mean that these genes arose by exon shuffling (Patthy, 1994, Doolittle, 1995, de Souza 
et al, 1996) 
As for the quaternary structure of α-crystallins, several three-layer models have been 
proposed (Bindels et al, 1979, Tardieu et al, 1986, Walsh et al, 1991) Alternatively, a 
model has been proposed in which α-crystallin subunits assemble as tetramers or pseudo-
tetramers on each face of a cube or a rhombic dodecahedron (Wistow, 1993a), and a 
barrel model based on the structure of GroEL molecular chaperones (Carver et al, 
1994) (reviewed by Boelens & de Jong, 1995) Recently, an open dynamic micellar 
structure was suggested for the α-crystallin aggregates (Groth-Vaselli et al, 1995), as 
well as a sheet-like form (Stevens et al, 1996) Most plausible at present is the "pitted-
flexiball" model (Smulders et al, 1998) 
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1 50 
αΑ-cryst M DVTIQHPWK .R. . .TLGPF 
aB-cryst M DIAIHHPWIR .R...PFFPF 
p20 MEI PVPVQPSVLR .RASAPLPGL 
hsp27 MT ERRVPFSLLR GPSWDPFRDW 
HSPB2 MSGRSVPH AHPATAEYEF 
hspL27 MSPSRPPITS TNSWSLKAD VSKPRFRGEL ERMKPKSMWM MWPSASKRIF 
51 
αΑ-cryst Y.PSRLFDQF FGEGL. 
aB-cryst HSPSRLFDQF FGEHL. 
p20 SAPGRLFDQR FGEGL. 
hsp27 YPHSRLFDQA FGLPR. 
HSPB2 ANPSRLGEQR FGEGL. 
100 
..FEYDLLPF LSSTISPYY. R 
..LESDLFP. TSTSLSPFYL RP 
. .LEAELAAL CPTTLAPYYL RA 
. .LPEEWSQW LGGSSWPGYV RPLPPAAIES 
..LPEEI..L TPTLYHGYYV RPRAAPAGEG 
hspL27 PLCLRRGNRG EEEAVGNCRG SPLTEGSGRL AEGGCSRLFL PSLWQNHFEA 
101 150 
αΑ-cryst QSL FRTV. ..LDS 
aB-cryst PSF LRAPSW.FDT 
p20 PS VAL 
hsp27 PAVAAPAY SRALSRQLSS 
HSPB2 S RA 
hspL27 PHRDSSALPG RVEARGLEDC RLDHAYMHCL ANHRGPEENQ GSAVSSSGLS 
151T 200 
OlA-cryst GISEVRSDRD KFVTFLDVKH FSPEDLTVKV QDDFVEIHGK HNERQDDHGY 
aB-cryst GLSEMRLEKD RFSVNLDVKH FSPEELKVKV LGDVIEVHGK HEERQDEHGF 
p20 PVAQVPTDPG HFSVLLDVKH FSPEEIAVKV VGEHVEVHAR HEERPDEHGF 
hsp27 GVSEIRHTAD RWRVSLDVNH FAPDELTVKT KDGWEITGK HEERQDEHGY 
HSPB2 GASELRLSEG KFQAFLDVSH FTPDEVTVRT VDNLLEVSAR HPQRLDRHGF 
hspL27 GRDATPRRQI PLSDPVDWQ FLPEDIIIQT FEGWLLIKAQ HGTRMDEHGF 
* ** * * *** * * *** ** * * ** ***** 
201 250 
αΑ-cryst ISREFHRRYR LPSNVDQSAL SCSLSADGML TFCGPKIQTG LDATHAERAI 
aB-cryst ISREFHRKYR IPADVDPLTI TSSLSSDGVL TVNGPRKQVS GPERTI 
p20 VAREFHRRYR LPPGVDPAAV TSALSPEGVL SIQAAPASAQ APPPAAAK. . 
hsp27 ISRCFTRKYT LPPGVDPTQV SSSLSPEGTL TVEAPMPKLA TQSNEITIPV 
HSPB2 VSREFCRTYV LPADVDPWRV RAALSHDGIL NLEAPRGGRH LDTEVNEVYI 
hspL27 ISRSFTRQYK LPDGVEIKDL SAVLCHDGIL WEVKDPVGT К 
***** * * ** *** ** ** * * 
251 272 
αΑ-cryst PVSREEKP.. TSAPSS 
aB-cryst PITREEKPAV TAAPKK 
p20 
hsp27 TFESRAQLGG PEAAKSDETA AK 
SLLPAPPDPE EEEEAAIVEP .. HSPB2 
hspL27 
Fig. 3. Alignment of human small neat-shock protein*. The six known human representatives of the ot-
crystallin/small heat-shock protein family were aligned using the program PILEUP (Devereux el al, 1984) 
Residues that aie identical among at least four of the six proteins are indicated with asterisks (*) The C-
tenmnal domain starts at the arrowhead (T) Database accession numbers are αΑ-crystallin, P02489, aB-
crystaUm, P02511, p20 (not in database, Kalo el al, 1994), hsp27, P04792, HSPB2, U75898, hspL27, 
U15590 The hspL27 sequence may be an artefact, the N-terminal part of the sequence belonging to a 
different protein (W С Boelens, pers comm ) 
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Present state of affairs 
As stated before, vertebrates have two types of α-crystallins, aA and aB, which are 
encoded by separate genes As the dogfish (Squalus acanthias) already possesses an aA-
and an аВ-subunit, the gene duplication event that gave rise to separate aA- and aB-
crystallin genes must have taken place before the divergence of the cartilaginous fishes 
from the lineage that led to bony fishes and land vertebrates, so at least 450 million years 
ago (de Jong et ai, 1988) Comparative studies showed that the α-crystallins are slowly 
evolving proteins, changing at an average rate of three per hundred residues in 100 
million years (de Jong et ai, 1985) This, and the fact that the left-skewed tree-length 
distribution resulting from a parsimony analysis of αΑ-crystallin sequences points to the 
presence of correlated characters—the data are more structured than random 
sequences—(Milis et ai, 1993), indicates that α-crystallin sequences are potentially 
informative about the phylogeny of (especially higher) vertebrate taxa Indeed, they have 
already contributed significantly to solving several problems in vertebrate phylogeny 
among others, αΑ-crystallin sequences associated aardvark (de Jong et al, 1981) and 
elephant shrew (de Jong et ai, 1993b) with the paenungulates (elephants, sea cows, and 
hyraxes), placed ratites (ostrich, rhea, and emu) as the first offshoot of extant birds 
(Stapel et al, 1984), and, recently, helped in allying the hoatzin—an enigmatic South 
American bird—with the cuckoos (Hedges et al, 1995) Also notable is the fate of the 
αΑ-crystallin gene in a mammal which has lost its eyesight in the blind mole rat (Spalax 
ehrenbergi) this gene has accumulated mutations, but not to the extent that might be 
expected if the gene were without any function (Hendriks et al, 1987) Interestingly, the 
mutation rate for аВ-crystallin has not accelerated in the blind mole rat lineage 
(Smulders et al, in prep ) 
Where may a-crystalhns reveal further phylogenetic information? 
Terrestrial vertebrates (tetrapode) arose in the Devonian (410-365 million years ago) 
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(Ahlberg & Milner, 1994) The closest extant relatives—or, in phylogenetic terms, the 
sister group—of the tetrapods are either lungfishes or coelacanths, or an assemblage of 
these two groups (Zardoya & Meyer, 1996b) Extant tetrapods can be divided into 
amphibians on one hand, and amniotes (birds, mammals, and the different groups of 
reptiles) on the other (Carroll, 1987, Benton, 1990) 
The different amniote classes appear to have diverged from their common ancestral 
stock rather rapidly at the end of the Paleozoic era (300-250 million years ago), 
obscuring their true relationships Consequently, different branching orders have been 
proposed for the major amniote taxa While most researchers favor the hypothesis that 
mammals were the first group to have branched off from the ancestral amniote lineage 
(Carroll, 1987, Benton, 1990, Laurin & Reisz, 1995), the idea that mammals and birds 
are closest relatives has also gained support (Gardiner, 1993) We anticipated that ot-
crystallin sequences, which had already shed some light on this subject by placing an 
alligator and a lizard αΑ-crystallin sequence closer to avian than to mammalian 
sequences (de Jong et ai, 1985), could help in clearing up the picture of amniote 
relationships Sequences of a turtle would be especially helpful in this regard, since these 
would not only provide information on the phylogenetic position of turtles within 
amniotes, which is still unresolved (Rieppel & deBraga, 1996, Wilkinson et ai, 1997), 
but on the question whether birds are more closely related to turtles or to mammals as 
well (Chapter 5 of this thesis). 
Within the amniote classes diversification has also taken place rapidly For example, 
the fragmentary fossil evidence suggests that most avian orders diverged shortly after the 
Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary, 65 million years ago (Chiappe, 1995, Feduccia, 1995), yet 
molecular estimates of the divergence times point at earlier, Mesozoic, dates (Hedges et 
al, 1996, Cooper & Penny, 1997) Not much is known about the interrelationships of 
most bird orders (reviewed in Sheldon & Bledsoe, 1993) Again, it was expected that a-
crystallin sequences could render some additional information In particular, Chapter 4 
concentrates upon the phylogenetic position of the tinamous—partridge-like South 
American birds of disputed affinities—, and Chapter 6 on the relationships of Galliformes 
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(fowl-like birds) and Anseriformes (duck-like birds)—both believed to be among the 
earliest offshoots of modem birds—with each other and with other birds 
Phylogenetic reconstruction 
Use of macromoleculen· sequences 
A question which arises at this place is how phylogenetic relationships are assessed 
All life forms, whether divided into three domains (Woese et al., 1990) or five kingdoms 
(Margulis, 1996), share a common origin It was generally believed that their last 
common ancestor existed about 3 5 billion years ago, but in a recent analysis based on 
amino acid sequences of 57 different enzymes, assuming a constant rate of change, the 
last common ancestor of prokaryotes and eukaryotes was dated at about 2 billion years 
ago (Doolittle et ai, 1996) 
In this case, at the primary divisions of life, use of macromolecular sequences to 
assess phylogenetic relationships is particularly useful, since fossil evidence is 
fragmentary and difficult to interpret But also at lower taxonomie levels, molecular data 
have been useful in determining phytogenies in cases where morphological data are 
lacking or inconclusive (reviewed in Patterson et al, 1993) 
While much phylogenetic work on the higher taxonomie levels has been done by using 
nuclear ribosomal RNA sequences—e g, the aforementioned dating of the last common 
ancestor of all life forms at 3 5 billion years ago—(reviewed in Olsen & Woese, 1993), at 
the lower taxonomie levels mitochondrial sequences have often been the molecules of 
choice Mitochondrial sequences, which are maternally inherited, are easily determined, 
а о because of the small size of the mitochondrial genome and the lack of introns Some 
mitochondrial genes perform better in phylogenetic analyses than others (Cao et ai, 
1994a, Russo et ai, 1996, Zardoya & Meyer, 1996a) There are, however, pitfalls in the 
use of mitochondrial sequences e g, heteroplasmy, the coexistence of more than one 
mitochondrial genome within one individual, providing intra-individual sequence 
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diversity, may be more common than thought before (Petri et al, 1996) This may not 
play much of a role at higher taxonomie levels 
Also certain amino acid sequences have been used for phylogenetic inference since 
early on, for example hemoglobin sequences (Goodman et al, 1987) However, exactly 
these hemoglobin sequences have presented some problems on the molecular 
evolutionary level, like gene duplications (e g , Fushitani et ai, 1996, also see below) 
Bona fide single copy sequences like the α-crystallins may present more reliable 
information Recently, these kinds of analyses have taken a great flight (e g, Graur et al, 
1991, D'Erchia et al, 1996, Graur et al, 1996, Springer et al, 1997) 
Phylogenetic trees 
So, all organisms are related to each other by descent, closely related organisms are 
descended from more recent common ancestors than are more distantly related ones The 
goals of phylogenetic studies are to reconstruct the correct genealogical ties between 
organisms, and to estimate divergence times Evolutionary relationships among a group 
of organisms are illustrated by means of a phylogenetic tree, which is a graph composed 
of nodes and branches A branch connects two adjacent nodes The nodes represent 
taxonomie units, the branches define relationships among these The branching pattern of 
a phylogenetic tree is called the topology External nodes represent the extant taxonomie 
units under comparison and may be referred to as operational taxonomie units (OTUs) 
Internal nodes represent ancestral units Branches can either be scaled, with their lengths 
being proportional to the number of changes, or unsealed 
While ideally a phylogenetic tree consists of dichotomous branching events 
(bifurcations), one should bear in mind that in some cases polytomies (multifurcations) 
might be real, or the best resolution that can be achieved (Hoelzer & Melnick, 1994) 
Rooting of trees 
Phylogenetic trees can be either rooted or unrooted In a rooted tree there is a 
particular node, the root, which is the common ancestor of all OTUs under study The 
TA 
Sequence alignment 
Comparison of sequences involves the positioning of insertions and 
deletions—collectively called indels—that might have occurred in lineages since their 
divergence from a common ancestor. As both events usually cannot be distinguished, the 
outcomes of both events are referred to as gaps. This comparison process is called 
sequence alignment. Alignments of amino acid sequences are usually more reliable than 
alignments of nucleic acid sequences. Alignments can be greatly influenced by the choice 
of gap penalties, which depend on assumptions about how frequently gap events occur 
relative to point substitutions (Li & Graur, 1991). Gap penalties can be a combination of 
the number and the size of the gaps. 
Many alignment programs are based on the method of Needleman & Wunsch (1970), 
in which the similarity between two sequences is measured by a similarity index, and the 
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alignment with the maximum similarity is chosen from all the alternatives For amino acid 
sequences, this similarity was often determined by means of the Dayhoff PAM matrix, 
based on observed mutations for sets of closely related protein sequences (Dayhoff et al, 
1978) In recent years more sophisticated scoring matrices have been employed 
(Henikoff, 1996). 
Multiple alignments are made by first aligning the two most closely related sequences, 
and then aligning the next most similar to those Position and length of gaps introduced 
between more similar sequences should not be affected by more distantly related 
sequences Multiple alignment makes initial guesses about the phylogenetic relationships 
of the sequences under study (Feng & Doolittle, 1996). As a result of this, a problem 
that can be encountered during progressive alignment is the local minimum problem 
alignment mistakes made during early cycles cannot be corrected when further sequences 
are added There is no easy solution for this (Higgjns el al, 1996) 
When a multiple alignment consists of many closely related sequences and a few 
highly diverged sequences, it can be desirable to give the closely related sequences lower 
weights than the more divergent sequences, to compensate for over-representation of 
the former in the alignment process Weights can also be based on the diversity observed 
at each position in the alignment (Henikoff & Henikoff, 1994). This can greatly improve 
the resulting phylogenetic tree (Philippe et al, 1996) 
"Homology searches " 
Apart from the use for phylogeny reconstruction, alignment methods are also used in 
so-called "homology searches", the identification of sequences which are similar to a 
query sequence in a database For protein-coding sequences, one should always search 
protein, not DNA, sequence databases Often, similarities between protein sequences that 
diverged over 2 5 billion years ago can be detected, while this is not nearly the case for 
DNA sequences Most sequence similarity searching is done with local similarity 
algorithms, like Smith-Waterman, FASTA, and BLAST These identify the most similar 
regions shared by two sequences, without requiring the similarity to extend to the ends 
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of the sequences Homologous sequences usually share at least 20-25% identity for over 
200 residues (reviewed in Pearson, 1996) 
Secondary structure prediction 
A recent development is the use of multiple alignments of members of protein 
families, and the phylogenetic trees derived from these alignments, to predict protein 
secondary structures (eg , Rost & Sander, 1993, Benner et al, 1994, Salamov & 
Solovyev, 1995, Goldman et al, 1996, Livingstone & Barton, 1996, Thome et al, 
1996) As the secondary structures of the α-crystallins and small heat-shock proteins are 
still largely unknown, an alignment of the members of the small heat-shock protein family 
has been employed to make secondary structure predictions as well as to infer the 
evolutionary history of members of this family (Chapter 2 of this thesis) 
Methods of phytogeny reconstruction 
Several methods of reconstructing phylogenies are in use (SwofFord et al, 1996) 
They can be divided into character-based (considering the nucleotides or amino acids 
themselves) and distance-based (comparing whole sequences with each other) methods 
A related, but not identical, distinction is that between cladistic and phenetic methods 
Cladistics seeks to assess evolutionary relationships using shared-derived characters or 
synapomorphies (Patterson, 1987) This idea was first formalized by Hennig (1966) 
Phenetics groups sequences or organisms on basis of the degree of similarity While 
among the methods discussed below, maximum parsimony is clearly a cladistic method 
and UPGMA a phenetic method, other methods are not that easy to classify Although 
neighbor-joining uses similarity, it does not assume a direct connection between 
similarity and evolutionary relationship (Li & Graur, 1991) 
Among the existing character-based approaches for inferring phylogenies, maximum 
parsimony methods have been the most widely used simpler hypotheses are preferable 
over more complicated ones and ad hoc hypotheses should be avoided whenever 
possible Parsimony methods operate by selecting trees that minimize the number of 
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evolutionary steps required to explain a given set of data To infer a maximum parsimony 
tree, the first thing to do is to identify the informative sites, sites that favor some trees 
over others These are shared-derived characters or synapomorphies, traits that arose 
along lines of common descent (Stewart, 1993) 
The approach used in this thesis to infer maximum parsimony trees from amino acid 
sequences, is the one implemented by Felsenstein (1993) in his PROTPARS program 
from the PHYLIP package Unlike the simpler approach by Eck & DayhofF (1966), 
which ignores the genetic code, it does consider the minimal number of nucleotide 
substitutions required for the replacement of one amino acid by another Silent 
substitutions are, however, ignored Gaps are counted as three steps (Felsenstein, 1996) 
Felsenstein (1978a) showed that parsimony can be misleading in cases where branch 
lengths differ, there can be a 'Telsenstein zone" of inconsistency between the true tree 
and the inferred tree Hendy & Penny (1989) coined the name "long-branch attraction" 
for that phenomenon long branches may acquire so many homoplasies that they tend to 
converge Other methods are less sensitive to these inconsistencies, i e , they are more 
robust (Kühner & Felsenstein, 1994, Huelsenbeck, 1995b, Yang, 1996) 
In maximum likelihood methods of phylogenetic inference, one determines the 
likelihood of the changes that are required at a site, given a particular topology and 
evolutionary model (Hillis et al, 1993) Maximum likelihood was first used for 
nucleotide sequences by Felsenstein (1981), later for amino acid sequences as well 
(Kishino et ai, 1990, Adachi & Hasegawa, 1992) 
In distance-based methods, evolutionary distances (usually the number of nucleotide 
substitutions or amino acid replacements separating two OTUs) are computed for all 
pairs of taxa, and a phylogenetic tree is constructed by using an algorithm based on 
relationships among the distance values (Li & Graur, 1991) Different substitution rates 
may be taken into account (see below) 
The simplest distance-based method is the unweighted pair group method with 
arithmetic mean (UPGMA) It is based on the degree of similarity between the OTUs 
UPGMA employs a sequential clustering algorithm, in which the tree is built in a 
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stepwise manner The two OTUs that are most similar to each other are identified and 
treated as a new, single OTU Subsequently, from the new group of OTUs the pair with 
the highest similarity is identified, and so on. 
In the frequently used neighbor-joining method, neighbor pairs that minimize the total 
length of the tree are sequentially identified, starting with a star-like phylogeny (Saitou & 
Nei, 1987) This method does not depend on equal rates of evolution, unlike UPGMA, 
and is a simplified approach for determining the tree with the minimum overall branch 
lengths, not taking all possible topologies into account (Hillis et ai, 1993, Nei, 1996) 
Assessing confidence in trees 
Besides determining the topology of a cladogram, statistical support can be 
determined for internal branches, e g using bootstrap analysis (Felsenstein, 1985) In this 
resampling technique, data points (columns from an alignment) are taken randomly, with 
replacement, from the original data set until a new data set containing the original 
number of observations is obtained Thus, some data points will not be included in a 
given bootstrap replication, others will be included once, or twice, or more For each 
replication, the resulting phylogenetic tree is computed The proportion of resamplings 
that support a given internal branch can be interpreted as the probability that the branch 
is contained in the true tree (Felsenstein & Kishino, 1993) Bootstrapping has been 
criticized as biased, recent studies however show that it is quite reliable, but can be 
modified to make it agree better with standard ideas on confidence levels (Efron et al., 
1996, Sitnikova, 1996) 
As a confidence test for the maximum likelihood method, the differences in log-
likelihood of alternative trees from the highest likelihood tree can be determined (Bishop 
& Friday, 1985) Another approach is the likelihood ratio test, in which the significance 
of the internal branch lengths of a tree is tested against a null model of e g an 
unresolved, star-like phylogeny (Hillis et ai, 1993, Huelsenbeck & Rannala, 1997) 
In a test for the statistical reliability of synapomorphic analyses, it has been shown that 
there may be a preferred choice other than that from parsimony (Sneath, 1996) This has 
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been exemplified by applying this test on Gardiner's (1993) data set for tetrapod 
relationships. While a bird-mammal grouping would be the most parsimonious from this 
data set, it is not statistically superior over a bird-crocodile sister-group relationship 
Multiple data sets 
In principle, it may be useful to combine multiple data sets for phylogenetic analysis 
For example, phylogenetic analyses based on individual mitochondrial genes do not 
always support the phylogeny based on complete mitochondrial genomes (Cao et αϊ, 
1994a). Rather, random sampling of nucleotides from mitochondrial genomes often gives 
better results than individual genes (Cummings et ai, 1995). 
Hillis (1987) suggested that, while the best estimate of phylogeny is derived from a 
combined analysis of all relevant data, congruence among independent data sets provides 
convincing evidence that the underlying phylogeny is being correctly estimated. Kluge 
( 1989), however, argued that the relevant data sets should always be combined, and that 
the combined analysis makes the individual results irrelevant: the "total evidence" 
approach. 
Miyamoto & Fitch (1995) stated that individual data sets should be analyzed 
separately; different results could indicate violation of underlying assumptions in one or 
more of the analyses the "consensus" or "taxonomie congruence" approach Hedges & 
Maxson (1996), noting that single genes are often too short to resolve all nodes in a tree 
with statistical significance, opt for a multigenic approach, in which sequences of 
multiple genes are combined. Morphological data should not be included in their view, 
since these are more prone to convergence, while genuine sequence convergence has not 




At this place it may be appropriate to consider some of the molecular evolutionary 
pitfalls that one may encounter while trying to assess phylogenies 
Gene trees and species trees 
When a phylogenetic tree represents the evolutionary pathways of a group of species, 
it is called a species tree When it is constructed from a single gene from each species, 
the inferred tree is a gene tree (Nei, 1987) Gene trees and species trees need not be 
identical the divergence of two genes from two different species may predate the 
divergence of the two species This will result in an overestimate of the branch lengths 
Furthermore, the topology of a gene tree may be different from that of the species tree 
(Fig 4) 
In this respect, the difference between mitochondrial and nuclear genes may be 
noteworthy Because the mitochondrial genome is maternally inherited and effectively 
haploid, it has a population size of a quarter ofthat of a nuclear autosomal gene Thus, a 
mitochondrial gene tree has a higher probability of accurately estimating a species 
phylogeny than a nuclear autosomal gene tree has However, mitochondrial genes are 
inherited as a single linkage group and can provide only one independent estimate of the 
species tree, while with nuclear genes from different chromosomes each gene tree 
provides an independent estimate (Moore, 1995) 
introduction U 
time 
Fig. 4. Difference between a gene tree and a species tree. The outer framework represents the species 
tree, A, B, and С denote three genes, tl and t2 denote speciation times In the left hand part, the gene tree 
and the species tree have the same topology, m the right hand part, the gene tree does not reflect the species 
tree 
Orthology and paralogy 
An issue related to the gene tree/species tree question is the distinction between 
orthology and paralogy (Fitch, 1970). Orthology means sequence similarity as a 
consequence of a speciation event (Li & Graur, 1991), as such it equals the traditional 
morphological homologies (Patterson, 1988) Homology means inferred common 
ancestry, although—as Reeck et al. (1987) point out—this term is commonly misused by 
molecular biologists to mean similarity. So, orthologous genes and gene products are 
found in different species, and are the basis for inferences of common ancestry among 
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species Paralogy means sequence similarity between the descendants of a duplicated 
ancestral gene (Ohno, 1970, Li & Graur, 1991) Paralogous genes and gene products 
may be found in the same organism, and are the basis for inferences of common ancestry 
among genes (Patterson, 1987) 
There are, however, more subtleties partial homology might arise by exon shuffling, 
a process by which a gene combines regions which are homologous with two or more 
different genes (Gilbert, 1978) 
Pseudogenes represent a case of hidden paralogy, these are DNA sequences that were 
derived from functional genes but have been rendered nonfunctional by mutations that 
prevent their proper expression (Li & Graur, 1991) Since pseudogenes are not subject 
to functional constraints, they are expected to evolve at a high rate Many pseudogenes 
have apparently been produced by reverse transcription from messenger RNA, in these 
cases, depending on their insertion sites, they are often silent because they lack promoter 
regions Pseudogenes appear to be abundant This makes it difficult to infer that 
functional genes in different species are truly orthologous 
A situation which is neither orthology nor paralogy is represented by xenology, 
horizontal transfer of genetic information from one lineage to another (Gray & Fitch, 
1983) This may not be much of a problem in higher organisms. 
Paralogous sequences within a species do not always evolve independently Especially 
tandemly arranged sequences undergo concerted evolution (Zimmer et al., 1980) A 
mechanism for concerted evolution is gene conversion, a nonreciprocal recombination 
process in which two sequences interact in such a way that one is converted by the other 
(Dover, 1982, Ohta, 1984) 
Substitution rates, neutral theory, and molecular clock 
The substitution rate in a DNA region is determined by the rate of mutation and the 
probability of fixation of a mutation The latter depends on whether the mutation is 
advantageous, neutral, or deleterious It rums out that there is a great difference between 
the rates for synonymous (or silent, resulting in a codon specifying the same amino acid 
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as before) and nonsynonymous (altering a codon to that for another amino acid) 
substitutions in a gene, the former being much higher than the latter. In nonfunctional 
regions, all sites are expected to evolve at the same rate (Li & Graur, 1991). 
Nonsynonymous mutations have a chance of being deleterious to protein function. 
These mutations will be eliminated from a population. Synonymous mutations have a 
higher chance of being neutral, and more of them will be fixed in a population. So, a 
major proportion of the molecular changes in evolution may be due to random fixation of 
neutral mutations (Kimura, 1983). Whether this effect is more important than active, 
positive selection has been heavily debated (reviewed in Ohta, 1996, Kreitman, 1996). 
In the simplest scheme of nucleotide substitution, the one-parameter model of Jukes 
& Cantor (1969), all four types of nucleotides may change to every other type with equal 
probability. This assumption that all types of substitutions occur randomly is unrealistic. 
On the whole, transitions (purine-purine or pyrimidine-pyrimidine) are more frequent 
than transversions (purine-pyrimidine). This is taken into account in the two-parameter 
model by Kimura (1980). 
When two sequences have diverged widely, multiple substitutions may have occurred 
at the same site. Convergent and back substitutions may cause the observed number of 
substitutions to be smaller than the actual number of substitutions (Li & Graur, 1991). 
In warm-blooded vertebrates the majority of genes are localized in GC-rich isochores 
(Bernardi, 1993; Bernardi et al, 1997). It is proposed that an increased GC content can 
protect DNA from heat degradation, because G-C bonds are stronger than Α-T bonds 
(Bernardi, 1993). Compositional bias can lead to grouping together sequences with 
similar GC content. Models have been developed to deal with the effects of 
compositional bias in phylogeny construction (Steel et al, 1993; Galtier & Gouy, 1995). 
There appears to be a good correlation between estimates of sequence divergence and 
divergence time; in other words, a molecular clock (Zuckerkand! & Pauling, 1965). The 
application of the molecular clock remains a matter of much controversy: e.g., Ámason 
et al (1996), using complete mitochondrial sequences and taking an evolutionary 
separation between artiodactyls (even-toed hoofed mammals) and cetaceans (whales) at 
M. 
The tarsier's anthropoid afTïnities: influence of outgroup choice on topology 
After considering the array of difficulties, given above, that can anse when inferring 
phytogenies, it is interesting to look at a practical example encountered with cc-crystallin 
sequences It illustrates the influence of outgroup choice on the topology of a 
phylogenetic tree of primates On basis of inferred αΑ-crystallin amino acid sequences, 
anthropoid (monkey and ape) affinities of the tarsier have been proposed (de Jong & 
Goodman, 1988) Jaworski (1995), however, found that αΑ-crystallin amino acid 
residues 121-163 of primates and some other mammals did not support such an affinity, 
in a neighbor-joining tree, the tarsier sequence was placed in a clade with prosimians, 
tree shrew (Tupaia), and megachiropteran bat (Pteropus) (Fig 5A) 
The—incomplete—sequence of a microchiropteran bat (Tonada) was a sister-group to a 
clade of anthropoid sequences The tree was rooted with the elephant sequence, in this 
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case, the mouse sequence clusters with the galago and tree shrew sequences (Fig 5A) 
This is rather tentative, since the actual branching order of mouse and elephant versus 
primates is not known (Novacek, 1992, Graur, 1993, Springer?/ ai, 1997) If the mouse 
and elephant sequences are removed, however, as well as the Tonatia sequence, of which 
almost a third is missing, and the tree is rooted with an other mammalian sequence 
(bovine), a clade consisting of anthropoids and tarsier is found again (Fig 5B) The same 
is the case if the tree is rooted with the aA-crystallin sequence of the chicken (Fig 5C) 
In the latter cases, Pteropus is placed outside of a primate/tree shew clade, which makes 
for a biologically more sensible phylogeny (Goodman, 1991, de Jong et al, 1993b, 
Goodman et ai, 1994) 
There are of course still some problems with this tree, which is to be expected when 
dealing with such short and conserved sequences The prosimians—galago and 
sifaka—do not constitute a clade, but galago groups with tree shrew instead The 
branching order of New World monkeys (capuchin and tamarin) and Old World monkeys 
(rhesus and colobus) is reversed to what one would expect In the tree based on 
nucleotide sequences the Old World monkeys do form a sister group to the 
hominoids—human and chimpanzee—, however (Fig 5D) Upon adding the bovine and 
chicken sequences, tarsier and anthropoids again become sister groups Tree shrew and 
primates constitute sister groups, bot now Pteropus groups with prosimians, so new 
problems are introduced The low bootstrap values indicate that the short sequences just 
do not contain enough information to completely resolve the phylogeny Nevertheless, 
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Fig. 5. Influence of outgroup choice in phytogeny reconstruction. Neighbor-jommg trees of aA-
crystallm third-exon encoded amino acid sequences (Α-C), and nucleotide sequences (D), rooted with the 
elephant sequence as in Jaworskn (1995) (A), rooted with the bovine sequence, excluding mouse, elephant, 
and microchiropteran bat Tonatta sequences (B), and rooted with the chicken sequence (C-D) Note the 
placement of the tarsier Trees were constructed with the TREECON program (Van de Peer &. De Wachter, 
1994), using Poisson (Α-C) or Jukes-Cantor (D) corrections, and not taking insertions and deletions mto 
account Distance is proportional to the minimum number of mutations per residue Bootstrap percentages 
(1000 replications) are indicated Species and database accession numbers are human (Homo sapiens), 
U05569, chimp, chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes), U240S7, tamarin, golden bon tamarm (Leontopithecus 
rosolia), U24067, capuchin (Cebus albifrons), U24059, rhesus (Macaca mulatta), U24061, colobus 
(Colobus guereza), U24058, tarsier (Tarsms syrichta), U24066, sifaka (Propithecussp ), U24062, galago 
(Galago crassicaudatus), U24068, tupaia, common tree shrew (Tupaia glis), U24064, pteropus, flying fox 
(Pleropus hypomelanus), U24063, tonatia, round-eared bat (Tonatta silvicola), U24065, mouse (Mus 
musculus), J00376, elephant (Loxodonta africana), Ш4060, bovine (Bos taurus), M26142, chicken 
(Gallus gallus), M17627 
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In order to reconstruct the evolutionary history of α-crystallins and related proteins, a 
phylogeny of the small heat-shock protein family members has been inferred (Chapter 2) 
The alignment from which this phylogeny was assessed has also been used to make 
predictions on the secondary structure of the second domain of these proteins, which is 
homologous in all family members As not much is known about the secondary structure 
of the α-crystallins, this shows how the structure-function research on α-crystallins can 
benefit from the phylogenetic research 
Chapter 3 exemplifies how the use of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and DNA 
sequencing can be used to verify α-crystallin sequences which had been inferred at the 
amino acid level earlier 
The remainder of this thesis considers some problems in vertebrate phylogeny, in 
which α-crystallin sequences tum out to give valuable information In Chapter 4 it is 
shown how αΑ-crystallin sequences place the South American tinamou in a clade with 
the ratites, the large flightless birds 
Chapter 5 reveals that α-crystallin sequences, in combination with other protein 
sequences, can be used to assess the branching order of the major amniote clades, with 
special regard to the position of the turtles 
In Chapter 6 it is shown that for divergences which are not that far back in time, o-
crystallin nucleic acid sequences give added resolution over amino acid sequences they 
resolve the positions of the orders Galliformes and Anseriformes in avian phylogeny, 
which had not been possible at the amino acid level 
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The expanding small heat-shock protein family, and 
structure predictions of the conserved "α-crystallin domain" 
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Abstract 
The ever-increasing number of proteins identified as belonging to the family of small 
heat-shock proteins (shsps) and α-crystallins enables us to reassess the phylogeny of this 
ubiquitous protein family While the prokaryotic and fungal representatives are not 
properly resolved, most of the plant and animal shsps and related proteins are clearly 
grouped in distinct clades, reflecting a history of repeated gene duplications The 
members of the shsp family are characterized by the presence of a conserved 
homologous "α-crystallin domain", which sometimes is present in duplicate Predictions 
are made of secondary structure and solvent accessibility of this domain, which together 
with hydropathy profiles and intron positions support the presence of two similar 
hydrophobic ß-sheet-rich motifs, connected by a hydrophilic α-helical region Together 
with an overview of the newly characterized members of the shsp family, these data help 
to define this family as being involved as stable structural proteins and as molecular 




The small heat-shock proteins (shsps) are one of the four most common groups of 
heat-shock proteins (Lindquist & Craig, 1988, Hendrick & Hartl, 1993, Monmoto et αϊ, 
1994) These low-molecular-weight proteins are evolutionarily related to the vertebrate 
lens protein a-crystallin, as was first noted by Ingolia and Craig (1982). The shsps are a 
diverse family of proteins of 15-30 kDa, which tend to form large aggregates. Most 
species have multiple shsp genes, although in yeast and chicken only one gene was 
detected (Susek & Lindquist, 1989, Miron et al, 1991) In plants, the shsp genes are 
most numerous (Vierling, 1991) Apart from two multigene families of cytoplasmic shsps 
(Raschke et ai, 1988), plants have also nucleus-encoded shsps that localize to 
chloroplasts (Chen & Vierling, 1991) Recently, a fourth group of plant shsps was found 
which are localized in the endomembrane system, most likely in the endoplasmic 
reticulum (Helm et ai, 1993) 
α-Crystallin is an abundant eye lens protein in vertebrates It is usually found as large 
aggregates, consisting of two types of subunits, ocA and aB (for reviews see Wistow & 
Piatigorsky, 1988, Groenen et ai, 1994) It has a structural function in the lens, 
warranting proper refractive properties and transparency (Tardieu & Délaye 1988) aB-
and to a lesser extent aA-crystallin have been shown to occur also in various tissues 
outside the lens (Bhat & Nagineni, 1989, Kato et al, 1991) Both subunits are encoded 
by single-copy genes in humans Functionally, the shsps and α-crystallins share the 
property of being molecular chaperones (Horwitz, 1992, Jakob et al, 1993), and both 
are able to convey thermotolerance (Landry et ai, 1989, Klemenz et al, 1991) 
Apart from the shsps and α-crystallins, this family also includes more disparate 
members, like certain surface antigens in parasitic eukaryotes and bacteria (Nene et al, 
1986, Nerland et al, 1988, Verbon et al, 1992) All members of the family are 
characterized by the presence of a homologous sequence of about 80 residues, which has 
been dubbed the "α-crystallin domain" and probably forms a distinct structural and 
functional unit This domain is preceded by an N-terminal region of variable length, 
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which shows little or no similarity between the various branches of the family. A short 
and variable sequence, but containing a conserved motif, extends С-terminally from the 
"o-crystallin domain" (Wistow, 1985; de Jong et al, 1988). Unfortunately, no direct 
information about the three-dimensional structure of any member of the shsp family is 
available, nor is there any deeper insight in their structural roles and functional activities. 
The ot-crystallin/small hsp family is not related to any other protein family, although 
Lee et al (1993) noticed some minor sequence similarities between the "a-crystallin 
domain" and two separate regions in the hsp70 family. This might reflect the sharing of 
some structural features, possibly pertaining to the shared chaperone functioning, rather 
than an evolutionary relationship. 
Recently, a considerable number of sequences of diverse new members of the shsp 
family have been reported. A comparison of the sequences and the structural and 
functional properties of all members of the family should contribute to a more detailed 
view of the divergent evolution of this family. The objective of the present paper is to 
give an update of the phytogenies presented earlier (Plesofsky-Vig et al, 1992; de Jong 
et al, 1993a), as well as to analyze the structural and functional variation and similarity 
of the proteins. The latter information might be important for the future unravelling of 
the structure-function relation of especially the conserved "o-crystallin domain". 
New members of the family 
A description of the newly characterized members of the shsp family further highlights 
the variety of features presented by this family, as revealed already earlier (de Jong et al, 
1993a). The 16-kDa Escherichia coli IbpA and IbpB proteins, which are 52.2% 
identical, were found to be induced in response to expression of several heterologous 
proteins (Allen et al, 1992). They are tightly associated with inclusion bodies formed 
during the expression of these foreign proteins. The presence of a high level of certain 
unfolded heterologous proteins may in fact be responsible for induction of IbpA and 
IbpB Also, induction occurred in wild-type Escherichia after heat shock A putative 
heat-shock promoter is indeed located upstream from the genes, which are separated by 
110 bp on the chromosome 
A Clostridium acetobutylicum hspl8 was shown to be induced at the mRNA level by 
heat shock and the onset of solventogenesis, a metabohcal shift in which excreted butyric 
acid and residual sugar are converted to acetone and butanol shortly before entry into the 
stationary phase (Sauer & Durre, 1993) The shift to solventogenesis seems to be 
connected with the heat-shock response, but the underlying molecular mechanisms are 
still largely unknown In the myxobacterium Stigmatella aurantiaca a 21 kDa protein, 
SP21, is synthesized during heat shock, fruiting body formation, and stress induced by 
oxygen limitation (Heidelbach et ai, 1993a,b) The protein sedimented with the 
membrane fraction As there were no indications of a direct interaction of SP21 with the 
membranes, this suggests that SP21 forms aggregates or is organized in larger 
complexes 
In the eukaryotic realm, several new plant sequences were added to the set, including 
shsps of Arabidopsis thahana (Barthng et al., 1992), maize Zea mays (Jorgensen & 
Nguyen, 1994), wheat Triticum aestivum (Weng et ai, 1991) and rice Oryza sativa 
(Tseng et αϊ, 1992, R Nishi et al., database ace nr P31673) Most of these sequences 
were determined at the cDNA level The gene of the Pharbitis ml 17 1- kDa shsp was 
induced by light treatment and by heat shock, whereas its 18 8-kDa gene was induced 
only by heat shock Both are encoded by one open reading frame In the noncoding 
region of both genes several heat-shock elements were found (Krishna et al., 1992) The 
Chenopodium rubrum 18 3-kDa shsp belongs to the cytosolic shsp subfamily (class I) A 
structure with "positive DNA-binding regulatory properties" was predicted that would 
form a helix-turn-helix region (Knack et al., 1992) 
Maximal accumulation of the Helianthus anrtuus shsp mRNA is detected in dry seeds 
and during embryo mid maturation stage in the absence of exogenous stress (Almoguera 
& Jordano, 1992) In seedlings, mRNA accumulation to lower levels is found in response 
to osmotic stress and abscisic acid treatments The protein has a predicted weight of 17 6 
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kDa A 22-kDa shsp from the soybean Glycine max was found to be endomembrane 
localized It possesses an amino-terminal signal peptide and a carboxyl-terminal sequence 
characteristic of an endoplasmic reticulum retention signal (Helm et al., 1993) The 
expression of meiotic prophase repeat proteins in Lilmm sp is developmental^ induced 
in absence of stress A cDNA sequence for one of these proteins was determined, and 
demonstrated it to be a shsp (Bouchard, 1990) 
Among the invertebrates, an additional Schistosoma monsoni egg antigen sequence, 
p40-2 (Cao et ai, 1993), has 57% amino acid identity to the previously reported p40 
antigen (Nene et ai, 1986), and likewise contains a duplicate "a-crystallin domain" 
These stage-specific antigens are soluble calcium-binding proteins (Moser et al., 1992) 
Expression of the gene for the shsp of the gastrointestinal nematode Nippostrongylus 
brasiltensis is developmental^ regulated, but not upregulated by heat shock or other 
stress conditions (Tweedie et al., 1993) Another new nematode shsp sequence was 
found on chromosome III of Caenorhabditis elegans (Wilson et ai, 1994) Also two 
sequences of Onchocerca volvulus and one of Acanthochetlonema viteae are now 
available (W. Hoefle, ace nrs S29691-3) 
A new shoot of the family is represented by the 29-kDa protein HR-29 of the ascidian 
Halocynthia roretzi (Takagi et al, 1993) The protein is abundant in body wall muscle 
and localizes close to the plasma membrane In the physiological condition it forms 
oligomers, observed by electron microscopy as globular aggregates with a diameter of 
16 6 nm, as is also the approximate size for α-crystallin and shsps 
Finally, an additional shsp was recently reported in mammals. Kato et al. (1994) 
found high levels of a 20 kDa protein, p20, in rat soleus muscle, heart, and diaphragm 
These tissues also contain high levels of etB-crystallin and hsp27. The p20 protein is 
present at lower levels in other tissues It occurs both as high-molecular-weight 
aggregates and in dissociated forms Upon heating at 45 е С of rat diaphragm in vitro, 
p20 was redistributed from the cytoplasm to the insoluble fraction, and dissociation of 
the aggregated p20 to the small form was enhanced The primary structure of rat p20 
and its human homologue were determined at the amino acid level 
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C o n s e n s u s 
1 3 
II 
EVRSDR DKF VIFLDVKH F SP E DLTV KVQDD FVEI 
EVRSDR DKF VIFLDVKH F SP E DLTV KVLED FVEI 
EVRSDR DKF VIFLDVKH F SP E DLTV KVQED FVEI 
EVRSDR DKF TIKLDVKH F SP E DLSV KIIDD FVEI 
EVRSEK DRF MINLNVKH F SP E EbSV KIVDD YVEI 
EMRMEK DRF SVNLDVKH F SP E ELKV KVLGD WEV 
EMRLEK DRF SVNLDVKH F SP E ELKV KVLGD V1EV 
EHRLEK DRF SVNLDVKH F SP E ELKV KVLGD VIEV 
EMRLEK DKF SVNLDVKH F SP E ELKV KVLGD MIEI 
ELRLDK DKF AIHLDVKH F TP г ELRV KTLGD FIEV 
QVPTDP GHF SVLiDVKH F SP E EIAV KWSE HVEV 
QVPTDP GYF SVLLDVKH F SP E EISV KWGD HVEV 
EIRHTA DRH RVSLDVNH F АР Б ELTV KTKDG W E I 
EIROTA DRW RVSLDVNH F AP E EI TV KTKFG W E I 
EIRQTA DRW RVSLDVNH F AP E ELTV 1CKEG W E I 
EIRQTA DRW RVSLDVNH F AP E ELTV KTKEG W E I 
EIRQSA DSW KVTKDVNH F AP E ELW KTkON IVEI 
NKQ GNF EVHLDVGL F QP G ELTV KLVNECIV V 
PATVNK DGY KLTLDVKD Y S ELKV KVLDESWLV 
VSKIGK DGF QVCMDVSH F KP S E L W KVQDNSVL V 
TAHVGK DGF QVCMDVAQ F KP S ELNV KWDDSIL V 
FA VGK DGF QVCMDVSQ F KP N ELTV KWDNTW V 
YSWNR NGF QVSMNVKÇj F AA N EL'V KTIDNCIV V 
VHNTK ΕΚΓ EVG^DVQF F TP К EIEV KVSGQ ELLT 
EWNFK DKF EIQVDVSH F HP R ELSV SVRDR E L I I 
EVINEK DKF AVRADVSH F HP К ELSV SVRD» ELVI 
EVINEK DKF AVRADVSH F HP К ELSV SVRDR ELVI 
EVINCD KKF AVS-DVKH F KP N ELKV QLDDR DLTV 
EIVNDE SHF SVQ„DVSH F KP Б NLM KLDGR ELKI 
EIVNDE SKF SVQLDVSH F KP E DLKI ELDGR ELKI 
EIVNND QKF AINLNVSQ F KP E DLKT NLDGR Ti,SI 
EIVN4D QKF AINLNVSQ F KP E DLKI NLDGh TLSI 
SGKDGk DHF ELTLNVRD F SP H ELTV KTQGRR.ÍI V 
SGKVGk DHF ELMLNVRD F SP H ELTV KTQQRRVI I 
SGKDGK DHF ELT».DMRD F DA H ELIV KTQGRRW V 
TSKTTKLQDF NMKVDVQD F KP E EVKV KVQGG QVLV 
EVGEDG KVH FKVRFDAQGF AP Q DINV TSSENRVTVH 
EIGEDG KVH FHVCFNLEGF EPK 1IKV TSTDDYVKVQ 
DDGSGG KRL HVEVAVDPVY KP E DLFV NVDSNRW V 
ESENGG RDL HVEMS..DPIY KP E DLCI SVDSNRI4 V 
VELVDE NHY RIAIAVAG F А ЕЧ E^LI TAQDN L L W 
IEKSDD 4HY RITLALAG F R QE DLEI QLEGT RLSV 
DIK*OT DKY TVAADLPG V К KD NIEL OYEN NYLTI 
AWREGE E F WEFDLPG I KA DSLDIDI E RN WTV 
DIuDHD NNY ELKWVPG V KSKK DID1 EYHQNKNQIL 
DVRETE QTY ELHGELPG I D RD NVQI EFTDPQTIVI 
EMKFGR Y EVRAELPG V DPDK DVDI MVRDGQ LTI 
D I I E S P TAF ELHADAPG M GP D DVKV ELQFG VLMV 
EVRETK EAY IFKADLPG V D EK DIEV TL-GDRVSV 
DIKDDE NEI KMRFDMPG L S KE EVKV SVEDD VLVI 
DIKEEE HEI KMRFDMPG L S KE DVKI SVEDN VLVI 
DIKDEE HEI RMRFDMPG L A KE DVKV SVEDD MLVI 
EIKDEE HEI RMRFDMPG V S KE DVKV SVEDD VLV¿ 
DIMEDE KEV KMRFDMPG L S RE EVRV MVEDD ALVI 
DVREDE EAL ELKVDMPG L A KE DVKV SVEDN T L I I 
DWRETP EAH VFKADVPG L К KE EVKV EVEDGNILQI 
DWRETP EAH VFKADLPG L R KE EVKV EVEDGNILQI 
DWKETP EAH VFKADbPG L К KE EVKV EVEDKNVLQI 
DWKETP EAH VLKADLPG M К KE EVKV EVEDGRVLQI 
DWKETP QAH VFKADLPG L К KE EVKV ELEEGKVLQI 
DWKETP QAH VFKADLPG L К KE EVKV EVEEGKVLQI 
DWKETP EAH VFKADLPG L К KE EVKV EVEDDRVLQI 
DWKETP EAH VFKADLPG L К KE EVKV EIEDDRVLQI 
DWKETP EAH VFKADLPG M К KE EVKV EIEDDRVLQI 
DWKETP EPH VFKVDLPG L К KE EVKV EVEEDRVLQI 
DWKETP EAH VFKADIPG L К KE EVKL EIQDGRVLQI 
DWKETP EAH VFKADIPG L К KE EVKV QIEDDRVLQI 
DWKETP EAH VFEADIPG L К KE EVKV QIEDDRVLQI 
DWKETQ EAH VLKADIPG L К KE EVKV QIEDDRVLQI 
DWKE-P EAH VFKADIPG L К KE EVKV QIEDDKVLQI 
DWKETP EAH VFKADLPG V К KE EVKV EVEDGNVLRI 
DWKETP EAH VFKVDLPG V К KE EVKV EVEDGNVLW 
DWKETP EAH VFKADLPG V К KE EVKV EVEDGNVLVI 
DWKETP ESH VFKADLPG V К KE EVKV EVEEGNVLVI 
DWKETP EAH VFKADVPG L К KE EVKV EVEDGNVSRS 
DWKETP EGH VIMLDVPG L К RE EIKV EVEENRVLRV 
DWKETP EGH VIMVDVPG L К KD DIKI EVEENRVLRV 
DIKNLP DAY LYFIDMPG V R TG EIKV EVEDDSDLVI 
DVKEYP NSY VFIADMPG V К AA EIKV QVEDDNVLW 
DVKEYP NSY VFEIDMPG L К SG DIKV QVEDDNLLLI 
DVKEY» NSY VFIIDMPG L К SG DIKV QVDGDNVLSI 
DVKEHP NSY VFMVDMPG V К SG DIKV QVEDENVLLI 
DVIEHP NAY AFWDMPG I К GD EIKV QVENDNVLW 
DVKELP GAY AFWDMPG L G TG DIRV QVEDERVLW 
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Fig. 1 (previous pages). Alignment of the homologous C-tenninal regions of the shsps and related 
proteins. Sequences are designated by genus name and, for the small hsps, the numbers as used in the 
databases These numbers can be different from those used in the literature aA and aB = otA- and aB-
crystallm sequences, respectively Schislosoma-N'1', -N2, -CI and -C2 = N- and C-temunal copies, 
respectively of the duplicated α-ciystallin domains in (he egg antigen p40 and p40-2 Mycobac lep and 
Mycobac tub = Mycobacterium leprae and M. tuberculosis CI = Chloroplasl-localized hsps The positions 
corresponding to the mirons m the genes for Caenorhabdilis elegans hsps (/, 2), Hatocynthia roretzi HR-
29 (3, 4), mammalian hsp27 {5, 6) and oA- and aB-ciystallins (/, 7) are indicated with arrows above the 
alignment All introns fall between codons (phase 0), apart from #4, which is between the 2nd and 3rd 
nucleotide in the codon for residue 70 (phase 2) "Consensus" indicates residues that are present in 50% or 
more of the entries at a given position To the alignment of de Jong el al (1993) the following sequences are 
added Gallus gallus aA-crystnllin (database accession number P02504, residues 63-173), G gallus oB-
crystallin (Q05713, 66-174), Homo sapiens p20 (Kato et al, 1994, 66-160), Rattus norvegicus p20 (Kato 
et al, 1994, 66-162), R. norvegicus hsp27 (RR Gilmont & MJ Welsh, M86389, 91-206), 
Ntppostrongylus brasiliensis hsp20 (S33416, 57-172), Caenorhabditis elegans hspl2 3 (L15188, 
translation of residues 36675-36752, 37383-374%, 37904-38044), Acanthocheilonema viteae AV25 
(S29691, 62-179), Onchocerca volvulus OV25-1 (S29692, 61-173), О volvulus OV25-2 (S29693, 49-
165), Halocynthia roretzi IIR-29 (JX0258, 147-252), Schistosoma monsoni p40-2 (M96866, 128-253 and 
254-342), Escherichia coli IbpA (A45245, 39-137), £ colt IbpB (B45245, 37-142), Clostridium 
acetobutyIleum hspl8 (S25534, 48-151), Stigmalella aurantiaca SP21 (M94510, 57-188), Arabidopsts 
thaliana hspl7 6 (P29830, 49-155), Zea mays hspI7 2 (X65725, 48-152), Tnticum aesttvum hsp26 6 
(Q00445, 134-236), Oryza sativa hspl7a (P27777, 46-150), O. sauva hspl7b (P31673, 50-154), Pharbitis 
ml hspl7 (Q01544, 48-155), P. ml hspl9 (Q01545, 59-167), Chenopodium rubrum hspl8 (Q05832, 58-
161), Helianthus arniuus hspl8 (P30693, 48-153), Glycine max hsp22 (P30236, 70-192), Lilium sp 
EMPR6 (A6I054, 43-146) The Homo sapiens oA-crystallin sequence underwent a minor correction at 
positions 114-118 of the alignment according to Takemoto and Emmons ( 1991 ) and Caspers el al (1994a) 
The Mus hsp27 has been corrected as described by Gaestel et al. (1993) and Merck et al (1993b) To avoid 
undue lengthening of the alignment, two unique sequences are left out (marked by open arrowheads) a 64-
residue insert after position 47 in Neurospora hsp30 (A), and a 15-residue insert after position 104 m 
Ultum EMPR6 (B) 
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Sequence comparisons and gene structure 
To ensure that all available shsps and related sequences were included in the present 
paper, a thorough database search was performed To that end a previous alignment of 
57 sequences of "a-crystallin domains" (de Jong et al, 1993a) was used to create a 
profile (Gribskov et al, 1990) with which the NBRF, SwissProt, and EMBL databases 
were searched to identify new sequences with similarities to the shsps These were 
included in the expanded alignment As for the extensive set of available a-crystallin 
sequences, only those for chicken aA- and ocB-crystallin (de Jong et al, 1984, Sawada et 
al, 1992) were added to the previous alignment Initial alignments of the expanded set of 
85 entries were made with a multiple alignment program, followed by manual 
improvements, as described earlier (de Jong et al, 1993a) Because a clear similarity 
among all members of the family is restricted to the C-terminal parts of the proteins, only 
this region could be aligned satisfactorily, as shown in Fig 1 In the expanded shsp 
family more gaps needed to be introduced in the alignment of this conserved region The 
region presented in Fig 1 corresponds with the putative C-terminal structural domain 
and extending tail of the a-crystallins and shsps as proposed by Wistow (1985) A 
considerable number of residues is highly conserved throughout the family (indicated as 
"consensus" on the bottom line in Fig 1), and the conservative nature of many other 
positions is conspicuous The demarcation between domain and tail is around position 
110 
The positions of the conserved "a-crystallin domain" in the various typical 
representatives of the shsp family are schematically indicated in Fig 2 Both Schistosoma 
egg antigen sequences contain duplicate C-terminal domains The C-terminal domain of 
the Neurospora shsp is interrupted by an insertion of 64 amino acids (after position 47 in 
the alignment) This figure also reveals the length variation in the family The length of 
the N-terminal regions, preceding the α-crystallin-like domains, varies from only 25 
residues in the CaenorhabdtUs 123 gene that was found in the course of the chromosome 
III sequencing project (Wilson et al, 1994) to 148 residues in the Halocynthia roretzi 
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29-kDa body-wall protein Although no sequence similarity can be detected between the 
N-terminal regions of all members of the family, there are still some minor similarities 
between the N-termini of the α-crystallins, higher vertebrate shsps and Drosophila shsps, 
as well as between plant class I shsps and vertebrate shsps (de Jong et al, 1988) It must 
be concluded that the rate of evolution has been higher in the N-termini than in the C-
terminal regions 
In plants, yeast, and most invertebrates, the shsp genes are encoded by intronless 
genes Four shsp genes of CaenorhabdiUs contain only one intron, coinciding precisely 
with the first intron of the α-crystallin genes (Figs. 1 and 2) The aforementioned 
CaenorhabdiUs 123 gene contains two introns, of which the second coincides 
approximately with the second intron of the α-crystallin genes The two introns of 
mammalian hsp27 are located at different positions The Halocynthia body-wall protein 
gene contains three introns, of which the second is located three nucleotides downstream 
from intron #1 in CaenorhabdiUs shsps and in α-crystallins, thus directly preceding the 
C-terminal domain The other two introns are located at different positions than those in 
other genes of the family and are phase 2, rather than phase 0 as are all other ones 
(Takagi et al, 1993) Although introns #1 and 3 in Fig 2 demarcate the boundary 
between the putative N- and C-terminal domains, there is little evidence for the 
assumption that exon shuffling has played a role in the evolution of this protein family 
(Patthy, 1994) 

















100 200 r e s i d u e s 
Fig. 2. Location of the homologous domains and intron positions in representative members of the 
ship family. The homologous C-terminal "oc-ciystalhn domains" are indicated by solid bars N-tennmal 
domains and C-temunal extensions are indicated by lines, corresponding in length to the number of 
residues Intron positions m the corresponding genes are marked by arrowheads Whether introns are 
present m the Schistosoma p40 genes is not known Intron positions are more precisely indicated m Fig 1 
and its legends The position of the insertion m Neurospora hsp30 is indicated by the open triangle Names 
of the sequences are as m Fig 1 
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Phytogeny 
Residues 1-104 of the alignment in Fig 1, encompassing the "a-crystallin domain", 
were used to construct a phylogenetic tree, using the neighbor-joining program (Saitou 
& Nei, 1987) from the PHYLIP package (Felsenstein, 1993) The "α-crystallin domain" 
was considered not to extend beyond residue 104, because after this position a 15-
residue insert in the Lihum sequence breaks up the alignment Since the structures of all 
members of the family are not known at the DNA level, the amino acid sequences rather 
than the nucleotide sequences were used in tree construction The resulting tree is shown 
in Fig 3, where bootstrap values of 75% and higher are indicated Because of the large 
number of sequences, the tree is depicted in three parts, comprising prokaryotes and 
lower eukaryotes (Fig 3a), and the higher plant and animal subtrees (Figs 3b and 3c, 
respectively) The sequences at the deepest branches of the tree, the prokaryote and 
fungal proteins, are very divergent and not reliably resolved (Fig 3a) Only the two 
Escherichia Ibp proteins group significantly together The Mycobacterium antigens do 
not form a sister group, and neither do the Neurospora and Saccharomyces shsps 
However, these proteins need not be orthologues, it is likely that only a small subset of 
the existing shsp variation has been discovered yet The present findings indicate that 
reconstruction of the earliest divergent evolution of the shsps will be problematic 
The angiosperm sequences group together, although at a low bootstrap value (Fig. 
3b) A first divergence occurs between the chloroplast sequences and the cytoplasmic 
shsps The latter divide highly significantly into the class I and class II sequences 
(Vierling, 1991), which must have emerged before the divergence of monocots and 
dicots Repeated duplications have occurred, especially of class I genes The Lilium 
meiotic prophase repeat protein appears to be most closely related to the class II 
proteins The endomembrane-localized Pisum and Glycine shsps represent an early 
offshoot of the class I proteins, as was also noted by Helm et al. (1993) 
A monophyletic origin of the animal sequences is hardly supported (Fig 3c) The 
duplicated N- and C-domains within the two Schistosoma egg antigens are very 
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divergent The two antigens are apparently the result of a more recent gene duplication, 
long after the emergence of the first antigen with two "a-crystallin domains" 
All nematode sequences group together, as do all Drosophila sequences, albeit poorly 
supported It was noted earlier that the Caenorhabditis shsp genes duplicated at an early 
stage, followed by a more recent, further duplication (Candido et al., 1989) The new 
Caenorhabditis sequence (Wilson et al., 1994) appears to represent a different lineage, 
as it is more closely related to the Onchocerca and Acanthocheilonema sequences It 
was tabulated as most similar to aB-crystallin by Wilson et al. (1994), but the present 
phylogenetic analysis reveals no special relationship The two Onchocerca shsps appear 
to have arisen from a very recent gene duplication 
As was noted before, the Xenopus shsps are not closely related to other vertebrate 
shsps, and may in fact be paralogies of these (de Jong et al, 1988) Interestingly, the 
body-wall protein of the ascidian Halocynthm appears to be most closely related to the 
Xenopus shsps. The other vertebrate shsps form a clade with the aA- and oB-crystallins 
In this clade, the recently discovered rat and human p20 proteins form a sister group to 
the monophyletic aA- and otB-crystallins They are not closer to aB-crystallins, as Kato 
et al. (1994) assumed Three gene duplications thus have led to the expression of four 
paralogous genes in higher vertebrates—hsp27, p20, aA- and aB-crystallin These 
duplications preceded the earliest vertebrate radiation, since aA- and aB-crystallin were 
already present before the dogfish Squalus diverged from the other vertebrates 
Additional duplications must have occurred in the hsp27 lineage The human hsp27 gene 
family consists of four members (Hickey et al., 1986), although only a single sequence 
has been reported Cooper and Uoshima (1994) found multiple hsp27 transcripts in 
murine osteoblasts, which may be encoded by separate genes Also a mouse hsp27 
pseudogene has been characterized (Frohli et al., 1993) 
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Fig. 3. A phylogenetic tree based on the "o-crystallin domains" of die shsp family (residues 1-104 in 
Fig 1) The tree was constructed according to the neighbor-joining method, using the program NEIGHBOR 
from the PHYLEP package (Felsenstein, 1993) Input distance matrices were calculated according to Fitch 
and Margoliash (1967), excluding gaps from the calculations (program HOMOLOGIES, J A M Leurussen, 
unpublished) Correction for multiple substitutions was made according to Jukes and Cantor (1969) 
Relative bootstrap values (program SEQBOOT from the PHYLIP package) of 75% and higher (from 1000 
replicates) are indicated Branch lengths are proportional to the minimum number of mutations per residue 
(see scale) The tree is depicted ш three parts (a) prokaryotes, fungi and green alga, (b) higher plants, (c) 
animals Within plants, Arabtdopsis 16 to Oryza 17b belong to the class I shsps, and Pharbitis 19 to Zea 
18a to the class II shsps Rattus 27 is not included m the tree, being identical to Mus 27 and Cncetulus 27 
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Insight in the properties of the shsp family is seriously hampered by the lack of 
structural information. Using advanced prediction methods on the accumulated 
sequences in Fig. 1 might allow us to reveal some major structural features of this 
conserved domain. 
Secondary structure predictions of the ot-crystallin domain were done for subsets of 
the alignment, using the program PHD (Rost & Sander, 1993; Rost et al, 1994) via the 
PredictProtein e-mail server at EMBL, Heidelberg. Solvent accessibility prediction was 
according to Rost and Sander (1994), via the same e-mail server. The results are shown 
in Fig. 4. For all subsets, the secondary structure predictions start with a short α-helix, 
followed by three ß-sheet stretches, in the first half of the homologous domain. This 
aßßß motif is repeated in the second half of the domain, although in plant shsps there are 
two initial α-helices and an α-helix stretch is predicted instead of the second ß-sheet 
stretch. Experimental spectroscopic data support the prevalence of ß-sheet conformation 
in the mammalian shsps and α-crystallins (Li & Spector, 1974; Merck et al, 1993a). 
The residues of the last ß-sheet stretch of both motifs, as well as the residues of the 
first ß-sheet stretch of the first motif, are predicted to be buried, while the α-helix 
between the motifs is predicted to be in an exposed region. Surface residue predictions of 
the other parts of the sequence are more equivocal. The location of introns, the large 
insertion in Neurospora hsp30, and the extensive presence of gaps in the region 43-71 
(cf. Fig. 1) also make it likely that this is a more flexible and exposed region connecting 
the two more rigid ß-sheet-rich motifs. This is also the position of the helix-turn-helix 
with DNA-binding properties suggested to be present in Chenopodium shsp (Knack et 
al, 1992). The possible presence of two similar structural motifs in the C-terminal 
domain of a-crystallin was first proposed by Wistow (1985) and appears to be 
corroborated by the present data. 
The composite hydrophobicity profile (Fig. 5) confirms the two-motif structure of the 
"a-crystallin domain". Peaks of hydrophobicity concur with the first ß-sheet stretches in 
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both motifs, whereas also the other ß-sheet stretches are located in the more 
hydrophobic regions, in agreement with the predicted buried position of these stretches 
The exposed o-helix that connects the two motifs locates with the strongly hydrophilic 
region around position 50 The C-terminal arm, beyond position 110, also has a more 
hydrophilic character In ot-crystallins, the terminal eight to ten residues indeed form very 
flexible extensions, as revealed by two-dimensional NMR spectroscopy (Carver et ai, 
1992) 
Evolution of function 
It is logical to assume that the conserved C-terminal domain would be responsible for 
the common structural and functional properties of the α-crystallin/shsp family (for 
review of the latter, see Arrigo & Landry, 1994) Deletion of the last 42 amino acids of 
this domain in Drosophila hsp27 indeed abolishes its capacity to protect cells against 
heat stress (Mehlen et al, 1993) However, in o-crystallins and mouse hsp25 this 
separate domain with its C-terminal extension has no chaperone activity m vitro (Merck 
et ai, 1993b) It thus seems likely that also the N-terminal domain is required for proper 
functioning, and may moderate more specific functions for various subgroups of shsps 
Considering the multitude of functions among the members of the shsp family, one might 
wonder what the primordial function of the common ancestor was The fact that also in 
bacteria, like Escherichia and Clostridium, shsps are now found to be induced by heat 
shock, suggests that these proteins, too, function in chaperoning other proteins under 
conditions of stress The Escherichia Ibp proteins also appear to be induced by a high 
level of unfolded proteins (Allen et ai, 1992), which further strengthens the notion that 
chaperoning is the primordial function of the family, rather than a secondarily developed 
feature 
The abundant expression of shsps as surface antigens in mycobacteria and in 
Schistosoma must then be one of the various derived functions in the family For the 
SP21 protein of the myxobacterium Sttgmatella it is speculated that it might help pack 
mRNAs necessary for the early steps of germination or might protect mRNAs of 
housekeeping genes during periods of development during which other mRNAs are 
degraded (Heidelbach et ai, 1993b) A tight association during heat-shock between 
shsps and a specific subset of mRNAs has earlier been reported for tomato cell cultures 
(Novererà/., 1989) 
Developmental regulation is also well-documented in many other members of the 
family, notably in animal shsps and ccB-crystallins (de Jong et ai, 1993a, Gemold et al, 
1993, Marin et al, 1993) Expression of the gene for the shsp of the gastrointestinal 
nematode Ntppostrongylus brasiliensis is developmental^ regulated (Tweedie et ai, 
1993) mRNA peak expression is concomitant with the onset of immune damage in the 
host, but expression is regulated independently of stress stimuli, apparently according to 
a strict developmental program In plants, like for Hehanthus (Almoguera & Jordano, 
1992) and alfalfa (Györgyey et ai, 1991), the pronounced expression of shsp mRNA 
occurs during embryo midmaturation Shsp mRNAs are stored for long periods of time 
in dry seeds of sorghum (Howarth, 1990), wheat (Helm & Abemethy, 1990) and pea 
(Vierling & Sun, 1987) All this supports the notion that developmental expression of 
shsps is quite universal (see Lindquist & Craig, 1988) The shsps are apparently involved 
in cytomorphological rearrangements, which may relate to their influence on actin 
polymerization (Miron et ai, 1991) and intermediate filament assembly (Nicholl & 
Qumlan, 1994) 
As pointed out by Bouchard (1990), we find an additional non-stress-related function 
in meiotic cells of three eukaryotic kingdoms Liltum meiotic prophase repeat protein 
expression is developmentally induced (Bouchard, 1990) Two of the four Drosophila 
shsps are expressed in the egg chamber of the ovary during the meiotic period of 
oogenesis (Zimmerman et ai, 1983) The controlling regions for the heat shock and the 
ovarian induction are different (Hofiman et ai, 1987) The Saccharomyces shsp is 
induced during sporulation and meiosis (Kurtz et ai, 1986). 
Gene duplication is a general mechanism to acquire more functions For example, in 
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Pharbìtis ml, one of the shsp genes is induced by heat shock only, the other by light as 
well (Krishna et ai, 1992) The expression of smaller hsp27 transcripts in murine 
osteoblasts, which may be encoded by separate genes, was facilitated by estrogen 
treatment prior to heat shock, whereas expression of the normal, longer, hsp27 was 
induced by heat shock alone (Cooper & Uoshima, 1994) Gene duplication must also be 
the mechanism which enabled an ancestral a-crystallin gene to be recruited for its 
function as a lens structural protein. Another structural function may be found for the 
HR-29 protein of Halocynthia roretzi, which is localized in body wall muscle (Shirakata 
et al, 1986) It may be a component of myofibrils and may act as a stabilizing protein 
like ctB-crystallin does in skeletal muscle (Atomi et ai, 1991) 
This brief and necessarily fragmentary account makes it clear that gene duplications 
and divergent evolution have produced a broad array of structural and functional 
properties in the shsp family, using the common "a-crystallin domain" as an essential 
building block The major challenge for the years to come is to elucidate the tertiary and 
quaternary structure of members of this family, and relate these to their various intriguing 
functions 
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Fig. 4. Secondary structure prédiction (PHD) and solvent accessibility prediction (Ace) for the C-
termfnal "a-crystallm domsh" of subsets of the shsp family. Predictions are made try the methods of 
Rost and Sander (1993, 1994) animal, animal sequences, plant, plant sequences, overal!, bacterial and 
fungal sequences plus Chlamydomonas hsp22, Petunia hsp21, Zea hsplSa, Helianthus, Schistosoma p40 
N-teraunal domain, Caenorhabditis hspl2, Drosophila hsp27, Xenopus hsp30c. Bos aB-crvstallin, and 
Halocynthia HR-29 Amino acid position numbers are as m Fig 1 A, predicted α-helix, B, predicted ii-
sheet, e. predicted exposed residue, 6, predicted buned residue, -, no prediction made The positions of 
introns in the conserved domains are indicated by arrowheads as m Figs 1 and 2 
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Al ignment Position 
Fig. 5. Composite hydrophobicity profiles of all "α-crystaUin domains" of me ship family. The 
hydrophobicity scale of Sweet and Eisenberg (1983) is used, output as produced by the program 
CAMELEON (version 3 0, Oxford Molecular Ltd, Oxford, UK) Amino acid position numbers are as in Fig 
1 Hydrophobicity increases toward the top of the figure, hydrophihcity toward the bottom Predicted β-
sheets (see Fig 4) are indicated by bars 
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A partial cDNA sequence corrects the 
human ocA-crystallin primary structure 
published in 
Experimental Eye Research 59: 125-126 (1994) 

с 
The human crystallins are much studied in relation to development, ageing and 
pathology of the eye lens (Harding, 1991) To understand the structure and functioning 
of the crystallins, it is of utmost importance to have the correct amino acid sequences of 
these proteins available. The primary structure of the human ctA-crystallin chain was 
proposed almost twenty years ago, on the basis of peptide compositions and partial 
Edman degradation (de Jong et al, 1975, Kramps et al, 1978) With the advent of the 
DNA era, the largest part of the amino acid sequence was fully confirmed by deduction 
from the DNA sequences of the first two exons and the 3' end of the third exon of the 
human ctA-crystallin gene (McDevitt et al, 1986, Jaworski & Piatigorsky, 1989). The 
DNA sequence of the larger part of the third exon, corresponding to positions 105-165 
in the 173-residue ctA-crystallin chain, still remained undetermined 
While studying the in vivo truncation of human aA-crystallin, Takemoto and Emmons 
(1991) established the amino acid sequence of a tryptic peptide, T18 (residues 146-157), 
and observed a difference from the previously proposed sequence Their analyses 
suggested the inversion of a histidine and a threonine residue, and the absence of a 
deletion at position 153 (Thr-His-Ala instead of del-His-Thr) Considering that there is 
most probably only a single aA-crystallin gene in humans (McDevitt et al, 1986), it is 
unlikely that the different sequence results reflect the presence of two gene products We 
therefore wanted to determine the cDNA sequence of the corresponding region of the 
gene in order to solve this discrepancy Knowing the correct sequence is especially 
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important because this region contains residue Asp-151, which is the major site of age-
dependent racemization (Groenen et al, 1990, Fujii et al, 1991) and truncation (van 
Kleef et al, 1975, Takemoto & Emmons, 1991), in bovine as well as human αΑ-
crystallin The region from positions 146 to 155 is, moreover, by far the most variable 
within the αΑ-crystallin subunit (de Jong et al, 1984) 
During the course of comparative studies of the aA-crystallin sequences of different 
animals, we designed two degenerate oligonucleotide primers, encompassing a region 
coding for amino acids 74-160 As described in the legend of Fig 1, these primers were 
used to amplify a partial αΑ-crystallin cDNA sequence from a human lens cDNA library 
in phage Agtl 1 by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) method (Saiki et al., 1985) PCR 
products were cloned and the sequence was determined by the dideoxynucleotide chain-
termination method 
The part of the nucleotide sequence of the amplified part of the human aA-crystallin 
cDNA that codes for amino acids 105-160 and its derived amino acid sequence are 
shown in Fig 1, along with the rest of the human αΑ-crystallin amino acid sequence. The 
part of the nucleotide sequence that codes for amino acids 74-104 was found to be the 
same as in Jaworski and Piatigorsky (1989), and is not shown in the figure The amino 
acid sequence in the region of the T18 peptide tums out to be the same as determined by 
Takemoto and Emmons (1991) 
The primers we used did not enable us to amplify the complete missing DNA 
sequence Fifteen nucleotides remain unknown between the sequence reported here and 
the 3' sequence of the third exon as determined by McDevitt et al. (1986) This 
corresponds to residues 161-165, for which there is no doubt about their correct 
sequence The piecemeal elucidation of its gene sequence thus appears to be the fate of 
human αΑ-crystallin (McDevitt et al, 1986, Jaworski & Piatigorsky, 1989)1 
1It has come lo our attention that the complete human aA-crystallin gene sequence has meanwhile been 
determined by Jaworski (1992). and independently provided Ine same sequence as presented in Fig 1 
9 16 
Met Asp Val Thr Ile Gin His Pro Trp Phe Lys Arg Thr Leu Gly Pro Phe Tyr 
27 36 
Pro Ser Arg Leu Phe Asp Gin Phe Phe Gly Glu Gly Leu Phe Glu Tyr Asp Leu 
45 54 
Leu Pro Phe Leu Ser Ser Thr Ile Ser Pro Tyr Tyr Arg Gin Ser Leu Phe Arg 
63 72 
Thr Val Leu Asp Ser Gly Ile Ser Glu Val Arg Ser Asp Arg Asp Lys Phe Val 
81 90 
Ile Phe Leu Asp Val Lys His Phe Ser Pro Glu Asp Leu Thr Val Lys Val Gin 
99 108 
Asp Asp Phe Val Glu Ile His Gly Lys His Asn Glu Arg Gin Asp Asp His Gly 
GAC GAC CAC GGC 
117 126 
Tyr lie Ser Arg Glu Phe His Arg Arg Tyr Arg Leu Pro Ser Asn Val Asp Gin 
TAC ATT ТСС CGT GAG TTC CAC CGG CGC TAC CGC CTG CCG TCC AAC GTG GAC CAG 
135 144 
Ser Ala Leu Ser Cys Ser Leu Ser Ala Asp Gly Met Leu Thr Phe Cys Gly Pro 
TCG GCC CTC TCT TOC TCC CTG TCT GCC GAT GGC ATG CTG ACC TTC TOT GGC CCC 
153 162 
Lys Ile Gin Thr Gly Leu Asp Ala Thr His Ala Glu Arg Ala Ile Pro Val Ser 
AAG АТС CAG ACT GGC CTG GAT GCC ACC CAC GCC GAG CGA GCC АТС CCC 
171 
Arg Glu Glu Lys Pro Thr Ser Ala Pro Ser Ser 
Fig. 1. Corrected amino acid sequence of human aA-crystallin. The newly determined cDNA sequence 
coding for amino acids 104-160 is shown below the corresponding ammo acid sequence The position of the 
corrected residues is underlined in the figure The sequences of the 5' and 3' degenerate primers used for the 
PCR are S'-GGGCTGCAGrClC.TlGACCOGCiACAAGTTTlA.GllC.Tl[A.ClATC-3'. containing a Pst\ 
restriction site (underlined), and S4X3GœATCCTGGGCTTrC^TCCTCClCTlG(A.G.T)GACAC-3'. 
containing a ВатШ restriction site (underlined), respectively These primers were designed on the basis of 
conserved regions of known aA-crystallin sequences (de Jong el al, 1984) A human lens cDNA library ш 
Xgtl 1 was a giñ from Dr Nicolette H Lubsen (unpublished) Phage λ DNA was isolated from the cDNA 
library using standard procedures (Sambrook el al, 1989) αΑ-Crystallin sequences coding for ammo acids 
74-160 were amplified from 20-80 ng of this λ DNA, using 0 25 μΐ ten-fold diluted SuperTaq polymerase 
(HT Biotechnology), 1 S mM MgCl2, 0 2 mM dNTPs, and 0 4 μΜ of both primers m a total volume of SO 
μΐ Thirty temperature cycles were performed in a Bio-Med Thermocycler 60 (95 °C, 2 min, 57 °C, 1 nun, 
72°C, 1 mm with an extension of 2 sec per cycle), with an initial step of 8 mm at 95°C, and followed by an 
additional 2 nun at 72°C An amplification product of the expected length was obtained, of about 325 bp 
er. 
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Introduction 
The phylogenetic relationships of the early lineages of modern birds are a matter of 
much controversy An often debated issue is the position of the South American 
tinamous (Tinamiformes) On the basis of morphological characters, especially 
similarities in cranial osteology, tinamous have been grouped with the ratites, thus 
forming the Palaeognathae (Pycraft, 1900) Recent cladistic analysis supported this 
association and found eight morphological synapomorphies for the palaeognaths 
(Cracraft & Mindell, 1989). Immunological distances also indicated a monophyletic 
origin of tinamous and ratites (Prager et αϊ, 1976, Prager & Wilson 1980) Other 
characters, however, were ambiguous or contradicted the monophyly of the 
Palaeognathae Karyological studies were indecisive about the position of the tinamous, 
since both tinamou and ratite karyotypes, including the W chromosome, appeared to 
represent the plesiomorphous condition in birds (Sasaki et al., 1980, Belterman & de 
Boer, 1990, Christidis, 1990). DNA hybridization data (Sibley & Ahlquist, 1990, p. 810) 
suggested that tinamous and ratites were sister groups, but a recent reanalysis of these 
data (Mindell, 1992) showed that a strict consensus tree neither confirmed nor refuted 
the palaeognath clade Tinamous have in fact been linked to Galliformes on the basis of 
egg-white protein electrophoresis, feather characters, osteology, and morphology of the 
intestines (Sibley & Frelin, 1972, Brom, 1991; see also references in Mindell & 
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Honeycutt 1989) Mindell and Honeycutt (1989) found an apparent synapomorphy, 
involving length variation of ribosomal DNA, uniting Tinamiformes and Anseriformes, 
and were able to root their tree using alligator data In this analysis, however, ratite data 
were lacking Macromolecular sequences of tinamous have been included only in two 
studies Laskowski and Fitch (1989) found the amino acid sequences of tinamou 
ovomucoids to be distinct from those of all other birds, including ratites, and, therefore, 
to be phylogenetically uninformative Cooper et al. (1992) performed a maximum-
likelihood analysis of part of the mitochondrial 12S rRNA gene, which placed tinamou 
and chicken on the same branch, separate from the ratites However, this did not resolve 
whether tinamous form a sister group to the ratites or Galliformes, because the tree was 
unrooted, as was also the case with Laskowski and Fitch's (1989) ovomucoid results 
We have previously determined the sequences of the eye lens protein αΑ-crystallin for 
21 species of birds—including ratites, but not the tinamous (Stapel et al., 1984)—as well 
as for two reptiles and a broad array of mammalian species (de Jong et al., 1985, 1993) 
The 173-residue αΑ-crystallin is encoded by a single copy gene (King & Piatigorsky, 
1983, Dodemont et al., 1985, van den Heuvel et al., 1985), which makes it suitable for 
comparative sequence analysis because orthologous gene products are being compared 
Three amino acid replacements in the αΑ-crystallin sequences of all investigated species 
were inferred to be synapomorphous for extant birds, while the ratite monophyly was 
corroborated by two unique replacements, 69D-E and 148S-A (Stapel et al., 1984) 
Neognathae were also defined by two replacements, 122S-A and 147Q-P, and 
Neognathae without the Galliformes and Anseriformes by an additional three 
replacements 
It thus appeared that the αΑ-crystallin sequence of a tinamou could possibly provide a 
clear answer to the question whether Tinamiformes cluster with any of these groups We 
therefore determined the larger part of a tinamou αΑ-crystallin cDNA sequence, 
including all phylogenetically informative sites 
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Materials and methods 
Chicks of the elegant crested-tinamou (Eudromia elegans), hatched at the Wuppertal 
Zoo, Germany, were kindly provided by Ms G Ulbricht and Dr U Schurer Two 
tinamou chicks were sacrificed and transported on dry ice to Nijmegen Eye lenses were 
removed from the frozen heads and total lens RNA was isolated by the lithium 
chloride/urea method (Auffray & Rougeon, 1980) 1 μg of total RNA was reverse 
transcribed using SuperScript reverse transcriptase (Gibco BRL/Life Technologies) and 
2 μg of ohgo(dT) primer, following the manufacturer's protocol RNA was hydrolyzed 
by adding an equal volume of 0 4 M NaOH/0 4 mM EDTA and incubating at 65° С for 
10 min After neutralizing with ammonium acetate, the single-stranded cDNA was 
purified with Geneclean (Bio 101 Ine ) αΑ-Crystallin sequences were amplified from 
one-tenth of this single-stranded cDNA by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) method 
(Saiki et al, 1985) Oligonucleotide primers used for amplification were as follows 
5'-ОООСІОСДОССАТ[С,Т]САОСА[С,Т]СС[С,Т]ТООТТСАА-3' containing a Pstl 
restriction site (underlined), and 
5'-C<}GGiiAXCCTGGGCTT[C,T]TCCTCC[C,T]G[G,T,A]GACAC-3' containing a 
ВатШ restriction site (underlined) These degenerated primers were designed on the 
basis of N- and C-terminally located conserved regions of known aA-crystallin 
sequences (Stapel et al, 1984, de Jong et al, 1985, 1993), encompassing the part of the 
sequence coding for amino acids 12-160 PCR conditions were 2 5 mM MgCl2, 0 2 mM 
dNTPs, and 0 4 μΜ of both primers, in a total reaction volume of 50 μΐ, containing 0 25 
μΐ tenfold diluted SuperTaq polymerase (HT Biotechnology) Thirty temperature cycles 
(94°C for 1 min, 57°C for 1 min, and 72°C for 1 min) were performed in a Perkin-Elmer 
Cetus DNA Thermal Cycler, with an initial step of 6 min at 94°C, and were terminated 
by 10 min at 72° С One-tenth of the reaction mixture was run on a 1-1 5% agarose gel in 
0 5 X TBE to check the size of the amplified products A discrete band was obtained at 
about 510 bp, corresponding with the expected length Reaction mixtures containing 
PCR products were extracted with phenol/chloroform, treated with proteinase К 
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(Merck), extracted with phenol/chloroform again, and ethanol precipitated (Crowe et αϊ, 
1991) Subsequently, the PCR products were digested with Pstl and BamW (Gibco 
BRL/Life Technologies), for which the restriction sites had been incorporated in the 
primers, separated on a low-melting-temperature agarose gel, and ligated into pGEM-
3Zf(+) phagemid vector (Promega) which had been cut with the same restriction 
endonucleases Constructs were transformed into Escherichia coli JM109 Double 
stranded phagemid DNA was sequenced by the dideoxynucleotide chain-termination 
method, using the Kilobase sequencing kit (Gibco BRL/Life Technologies) One or two 
clones each of three separate amplifications were sequenced, as recommended by 
Kwiatowski et al. (1991) Restriction-endonuclease fragments were subcloned, to be 
able to sequence the entire fragment in both directions 
Results and discussion 
The nucleotide sequence of the amplified part of the tinamou aA-crystalhn cDNA, and 
its derived amino acid sequence are shown in Fig 1 The deduced amino acid sequence 
has been aligned in Fig 2 with the corresponding sequences of other birds, reptiles, and a 
mammal (Stapel et al., 1984, de Jong et ai, 1985, 1993) The tinamou sequence is 
identical to that of the rhea Thus, it is immediately obvious that the tinamou ccA-
crystallin sequence supports the monophyly of the Palaeognathae by the presence of the 
two synapomorphous amino acid replacements 69 D-Ε and 148 S-A Tinamou, like the 
ratites, also lacks the amino acid replacements 122 S-A and 147 Q-P that corroborate 
the monophyly of the other birds (Neognathae) Fig 3 depicts the avian and reptilian 
branches of a strict consensus tree out of eighteen equally parsimonious trees, each 
requiring a total of 58 steps, generated from the sequences in Fig 2 by the PROTPARS 
program of the PHYLIP package (Felsenstein, 1989) Palaeognathae appear as the sister 
group of Neognathae A neighbor-joining analysis (Saitou & Nei 1987) likewise 
identified a palaeognath clade (not shown) 
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A CGG GCT CTG GGA CCC CTG ATT CCA AGC CGT TTG TTC GAC CAG TTT TTC GGA 
R A L G P L I P S R L F D Q F F G 28 
79 106 
GAG GGT CTC CTC GAG TAC GAT CTT CTG CCT CTG TTC TCT ТСС ACT АТС AGC ССТ 
E G L L E Y D L L P L F S S T I S P 46 
133 160 
TAC TAC AGG CAG TCT CTC TTC CGC AGC GTG CTG GAG TCA GGC ATT TCA GAG GTG 
Y Y R Q S L F R S V L E S G I S E V 64 
187 214 
AGA TCT GAC CGG GAA AAA TTT АСА АТС ATG CTG GAT GTA AAA CAC TTC TCT CCT 
R S D R E K F T I M L D V K H F S P 82 
241 268 
GAA GAC СТА AGC GTG AAG АТС ATT GAT GAC TTT GTG GAA АТС CAT GGC AAG CAC 
E D L S V K I I D D F V E I H G K H 100 
295 322 
AGT GAA AGA CAG GAC GAC CAT GGC TAC АТС ТСС CGT GAA TTC CAC CGC CGG TAC 
S E R Q D D H G Y I S R E F H R R Y 118 
349 376 
CGC CTG CCC ТСС AAC GTG GAC CAG TCT GCC АТС ACC TGC TCC CTC TCC AGT GAC 
R L P S N V D Q S A I T C S L S S D 136 
* 
403 430 
GGC ATG CTG ACC TTC TCC GGC CCC AAG GTC CAG GCC AAC ATG GAC CCC AGC CAC 
G M L T F S G P K V Q A N M D P S H 154 
* * 
AGC GAG AGA CCC АТС CCT 
S E R Ρ I Ρ 
Flg. 1. Nucleotide sequence of the amplified part of the aA-crystallm cDNA of the tinamou Eudromia 
elegans The translated amino acid sequence (residues 12-160 of the complete aA-ciystallin chain) is given 
in single-letter notation below the corresponding triplets Ammo acid position numbers are m boldface type 
Phylogenetically significant amino acid positions (see text) are indicated by asterisks (*) Nucleotide 
numbers of the amplified fragment are given above the sequence The sequence has been deposited m 
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Fig. 2. Alignment of aA-crystallin séquences. The deduced partial amino acid sequence of aA-crystallin 
of the tinamou Eudromia etegans has been aligned with the corresponding sequences of rhea Rhea 
americana, ostrich Struttilo camelia, emu Dromaius novaehollandtae, chicken Gallus gallus, duck Anas 
platyrhynchos, coot Fúlica atra, alligator Alligator mississippiensis, tegu Tupmambis teguam, and bovine 
Bos taunts (Stapel et al, 1984, de Jong et al, 1985, 1993) The cool sequence was chosen as a 
representative of the Neognathae without Gallifonnes or Ansenformes because it was completely 
determined and contains no autapomorphous replacements Ammo acid position numbers of the complete 
αΑ-crystallin chain are indicated Dots indicate identities with the tinamou sequence 
ChnplPr d Л. 



























































Fig. 3. oA-Crystallin maximum parsimony tree. Avian and reptilian branches of the aA-crystalhn stnct 
consensus tree out of eighteen equally parsimonious trees, each requiring a total of 58 steps, generated by 
the PROTPARS program of the PHYLIP package (Felsenstein, 1989) The root is provided by the bovine 
sequence Ammo acid replacements in the different branches are deduced from the reconstructed ancestral 
aA-crystallui sequences at the nodes 
Until now, the limited available macromolecular sequence data had been unable to 
corroborate the monophyly of the Palaeognathae Our aA-crystallin sequences are the 
first macromolecular sequence data set in which tinamous, ratites, and neognaths, as well 
as reptilian and mammalian outgroups are represented The scarcity of replacements in 
palaeognath aA-crystallin sequences prevents a further resolution of relationships within 
the group The position of Tinamiformes as a sister group to all other investigated 
28 Chapter Λ 
Palaeognathae can thus neither be corroborated nor refuted. However, the present results 
demonstrate that a relatively slowly evolving protein such as oA-crystallin can be 
informative for resolving certain radiations in avian phylogeny, provided that the chance 
events of point mutations are trapped as apomorphies on decisive branches of the 
phylogenetic tree. 
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Abstract 
The phylogenetic relationships among the major groups of amniote vertebrates remain 
a matter of controversy. Various alternatives for the position of the turtles have been 
proposed, branching off either before or after the mammals. To discover the 
phylogenetic position of turtles in relation to mammals and birds, we have determined 
cDNA sequences for the eye lens proteins ctA- and ccB-crystallin of the red-eared slider 
turtle [Trachemys scripta elegans). In addition, databases were searched for turtle 
protein sequences, for which mammalian, avian, and outgroup orthologs were available. 
All sequences were analyzed by three phylogenetic tree reconstruction methods 
(neighbor-joining, maximum parsimony, and maximum likelihood) Including the a-
crystallins, 7 out of 12 proteins support a sister-group relation of turtles and birds with 
all 3 methods. For each of the other five proteins no topology was consistently preferred 
by the three approaches. Analyses of the combined amino acid data (1,695 aligned sites) 
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also give extremely strong evidence that turtles are nearer to birds, indicating that 
mammals branched off before the divergence between turtles and birds occurred 
Introduction 
The major groups of amniote vertebrates diverged from a common ancestor during a 
relatively short period at the end of the Paleozoic Era, about 300-250 million years ago 
(Carroll, 1987, Laurin & Reisz, 1995) Until recently there was a broadly accepted view 
of the relationships between these amniote groups, based on paleontological and 
morphological evidence This held, as already implied by Haeckel (1866), that mammals 
represent the sister group of all other extant amniotes The turtles (Testudines) were 
generally considered to be the next group to have branched off, followed by 
Lepidosauria (tuatara, lizards, and snakes), with the final divergence occurring between 
crocodiles and birds (together the Archosauria) (Carroll, 1987) 
In the past decade this view has seriously been challenged with the advent of more 
sophisticated cladistic analyses The hypothesis of a sister-group relation between 
mammals and birds (Gardiner, 1982, 1993, Lavtrup, 1985), reviving the clade 
Haematothermia (Owen, 1866), has stirred much debate Also the position of the turtles 
is controversial Some authors unite Testudines and Archosauria, to the exclusion of 
Lepidosauria (Levtrap, 1977, Hennig, 1983, Ax, 1984) Alternatively, the turtles have 
been proposed to be the first to branch off from the amniotes, followed by the mammals 
(Gaffney, 1980) This latter view has indeed been adopted in some recent text books 
(e g, Chaline, 1990, ρ 78, Ridley, 1993, ρ 465) Various authors have, however, 
provided renewed support for the classical branching pattern, based on morphological 
characters (Carroll, 1987, Gauthier el al, 1988, Benton, 1990, Laurin & Reisz, 1995) A 
total evidence approach, combining morphological and molecular data, also resulted in 
the traditional phylogeny (Eernisse & Kluge, 1993) The bird-crocodilian sister-group 
relationship has further been confirmed by a recent exhaustive study of molecular 
er. 
Materials and Methods 
Sequence analysts of a-crystalhns 
Total RNA was isolated from eyes of three juvenile red-eared slider turtles, 
Trachemys scripta elegans, by the lithium chloride/urea method (Auflray & Rougeon, 
1980) RNA was reverse transcribed using SuperScript reverse transcriptase (Gibco 
g¿ Chnptpr -> . 
BRL/Life Technologies) and oligo(dT) primer o-Crystallin sequences were amplified 
from the resulting single-stranded cDNA by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 
method, using Taq polymerase (Gibco BRL/Life Technologies) Degenerated 
oligonucleotide primers were designed to amplify cDNA sequences coding for amino 
acid positions 12-160 of aA-crystallin and positions 9-61 of aB-crystallin For aA-
crystalliti, the primers were as described earlier (Caspers et al, 1994b), for aB-crystallin 
we used 5'-ATACTGCAGGATATCACCATTCACACCC-3' and 5'-
ATAAAGCTTACCTC[C,T]GAGAGTCCCGT[A,C,G,T]TC-3' Hybridization 
temperatures were 45°C for the aA-crystallin amplification and 55°C for the aB-
crystallin amplification Reamplification with the same primers was necessary to obtain 
enough amplification product Amplification products were made blunt-ended and 5'-
phosphorylated with Klenow DNA polymerase and T4 polynucleotide kinase (Gibco 
BRL/Life Technologies), respectively, and ligated into pGEM-3Zf(+) phagemid vector 
(Promega), cut with Smal Constructs from several separate amplifications were 
sequenced in both directions using the Sequenase 2 0 DNA sequencing kit (United States 
Biochemical) The sequences have been deposited in the GenBank database (accession 
nos U31938andU31939) 
Database searches 
The SwissProt (version 310), PIR (version 44 0), EMBL (version 42 0), and 
GenBank (version 83 0) databases were searched for amino acid sequences and protein-
coding nucleic acid sequences from turtle species Only sequences for which at least a 
mammalian, avian, and outgroup homolog were available were used Sequences 
suspected not to obey the orthology criterion (i e, resulting from a gene duplication 
rather than a speciation event) were excluded (e g , gastrin/cholecystokinin, parvalbumin, 
and ribonuclease) However, as long as we found no evidence against the hypothesis that 
homologous sequences diverged from one another close in time to the ancestral 
divergence of their species lineages, they were treated as orthologs (Goodman et ai, 
1987), in cases where two different protein sequences of one species were available (β-
er 
Phylogenese analyses 
Because of the divergence times dealt with in this study, we used amino acid rather 
than nucleotide sequences for phylogenetic analyses. Sequences were aligned with 
PILEUP from the GCG package (Devereux et al., 1984) Phylogenetic analyses were 
performed with maximum parsimony (PROTPARS), neighbor-joining (Saitou & Nei, 
1987) (PROTDIST and NEIGHBOR, or TREECON) using Kimura distances (Kimura, 
1983, ρ 75), and maximum likelihood methods (Felsenstein, 1981) (PROTML) based on 
the JTT model (Jones et ai, 1992) The programs PROTPARS, PROTDIST, and 
NEIGHBOR are from the PHYLIP package (Felsenstein, 1993), TREECON has been 
written by Van de Peer and De Wachter (1994) and PROTML by Adachi and Hasegawa 
(1992) Confidence in the maximum-parsimony and neighbor-joining methods was 
assessed by bootstrapping (Felsenstein, 1985) (SEQBOOT and CONSENSE 
(Felsenstein, 1993) for the programs from the PHYLIP package). Confidence in the 
maximum-likelihood method was assessed by the differences in log-likelihood from the 
highest likelihood tree (Bishop & Friday, 1985) 
Results 
a-Crystallm sequences 
a-Crystallins belong to the small heat-shock protein family (Caspers et al., 1995) 
They occur in the vertebrate eye lens as multimene complexes composed of two types of 
м_ Chapter Ч 
homologous subunits, c¡A- and аВ-crystallin (Groenen et al, 1994). Both subunits are 
encoded by single-copy genes (King & Piatigorsky, 1983, Quax-Jeuken et al, 1985), 
which avoids the problem of paralogy in comparative studies. aA-Crystallin protein 
sequences have already contributed to resolving the relationships between mammals, 
lizards, crocodiles, and birds (Stapel et al, 1984, de Jong et al, 1985, Eemisse & Kluge, 
1993, Hedges, 1994) аВ-Crystallin has only recently been used in comparative studies 
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Flg. 1. Comparison of variable lites fai turtle and other vertebrate aA-crystallfais (A) and аВ-
crystalmu (B). Deduced amino acid sequences of turtle Trachemys scripta elegans ocA- and ocB-crystallin 
cDNAs (positions 12-160 and 9-61, respectively) were aligned with corresponding sequences of a-
crystalhns from other species, selected to cover the variety within extant vertebrates Only those positions 
are shown at which different residues occur in these data sels Amino acid position numbers are those of the 
complete a-crystallin chains Dots indicate were residues are identical to (he turtle sequences, dashes denote 
deletions Species names and database accession numbers are given m the legends of Fig 2 and Table 1 
er. 
Fig. 2. Amniote relationships inferred from (A) oA-crystallin amino acid sequences (see Fig. 1A), 
and (B) the 12 combined protein sequences from Table 1. Neighbor-joining trees are shown, constructed 
with TREECON (Van de Peer & De Wachter, 1994) using Kimura distances, with bootstrap values from 
1,000 replications Distance is proportional to the minimum number of mutations per residue With the 
combined protein sequences, the fact that branch lengths in the reptile-bird lineage are considerably shorter 
than the branches leading to the mammalian species, also observed in the maximum likelihood tree (not 
shown), is not due to a general acceleration m the evolutionary rate m the mammalian lmeage but rather to 
particular more divergent sequences (mouse insulin and prolactin, and human cytochrome с and 
somatotropin) Species names and database accession numbers for oA-crystallins are chicken Gallus gallus 
(P02504), tinamou Eudromia elegans (L25850), alligator Alligator mtsstssippiensis (P06904), tegu lizard 
Tupmambis leguam (P02506), human Homo sapiens (P02489 with minor correction according to L25781), 
elephant Loxadonta africana (P02498), mouse Mus musculus (P02490), bovine Bos taurus (P02470), sloth 
Choloepus hoffmanm (P02486), opossum Didelphs virgmiana (P02503), kangaroo Macropus rufus 
(P02502), frog Rana esculenta (up to ammo acid position 70)/Ä temporaria (from position 71 onward) 
(P02S07 and P02S08), and bullfrog R. catesbeiana (X85205) For species names and database accession 






































































Previous studies of protein and nucleic acid sequences failed to give conclusive 
evidence about the position of turtles among the amniotes 18S rRNA placed turtles 
outside a bird-mammal clade (Hedges et al, 1990, Eemisse & Kluge, 1993), although 
weighting the nucleotide positions generated the classical amniote tree (Van de Peer et 
al., 1993), or nearly so (Marshall, 1992) 28S rRNA sequences, which had earlier been 
inconclusive (Hedges et ai, 1990), did group turtles within a bird-reptile clade, but as 
sister group to crocodiles, while salamanders were also included in the bird-reptile clade 
in this analysis (Eemisse & Kluge, 1993) Studies of turtle insulin (Cascone et al, 1991), 
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prolactin (Yasuda et ai, 1990), somatotropin (Yasuda et ai, 1989), and tyrosinase 
(Yamamoto et ai, 1992, Morrison et ai, 1994) noted that these proteins were closer to 
avian than to mammalian orthologs a- and ß-hemoglobin sequences, and a combined 
analysis of a- and ß-hemoglobin, myoglobin and cytochrome с placed turtles in a clade 
with crocodiles and birds, excluding a mammal-lepidosaur clade (Eemisse & Kluge, 
1993) In earlier studies, ß-hemoglobin and myoglobin grouped birds with mammals, 
both in maximum-parsimony (Goodman et ai, 1987, Hedges et ai, 1990) and in 
maximum-likelihood analyses (Bishop & Friday, 1988) However, different taxonomie 
sampling may have played a role in these deviating results Finally, mitochondrial tRNA 
sequences contained little phylogenetic information for inferring the position of turtles 
among the amniotes, while flanking protein-coding sequences (ND2) supported a 
placement of turtles as a sister-group to a bird-crocodile clade (Seutin et ai, 1994) 
It might be expected that, like in the case of the avian sister-group controversy 
(Hedges, 1994), an extended set of various proteins will enable a more convincing 
resolution of the branching order of turtles, mammals, and birds within the amniotes We 
therefore determined sequences of two additional turtle proteins, ccA- and ccB-crystallin 
Database searches yielded a further ten proteins suitable for our purpose We analyzed 
these sequences with three conceptually different methods of phylogeny reconstruction 
Applying all three methods—neighbor-joining, maximum parsimony, and maximum 
likelihood—avoids discussions about their respective merits (Swofford & Olsen, 1990, 
Hasegawa & Fujiwara, 1993, Hillis et ai, 1993, 1994, Tateno et ai, 1994, DeBry & 
Abele, 1995, Huelsenbeck, 1995) Observed congruence among branching patterns 
derived from independent data sets and by different methods provides the strongest 
obtainable evidence for phylogenetic robustness 
It is clear from Table 1 that a sister-group relation of turtles and birds, to the 
exclusion of mammals, is extremely well supported, especially when the sequences are 
combined Unfortunately, the presently available protein data sets are not yet sufficient to 
completely resolve the branching order of the amniotes The position of the lepidosaur 
sequence in the αΑ-crystallin trees is very weakly supported. Other proteins grouped 
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lepidosaurs with mammals, which does not correspond to any morphology-based 
phylogeny (Eemisse & Kluge, 1993) However, molecular analyses, combining amino 
acid and nucleic acid data, have already firmly established the sister-group relationship of 
crocodiles and birds (Hedges, 1994) The present analysis further refutes the 
Haematothermia hypothesis and restores the position of the turtles as having branched 
off after mammals It is quite likely that additional molecular data will further confirm the 
classical view of amniote phylogeny as based on morphological and paleontological 
evidence 
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Footnotes to Table 1 (next pages). 
* Values in boldface type emphasize the topology supported by the three different methods of tree construction 
Asterisks (*) indicate the proteins that support a sister-group relationship of turtle and bird m all analyses 
b Bootstrap values in % (1,000 replications) that support the respective branching orders are given, followed (in 
parentheses) by the number of steps in the majority- rule consensus parsimony tree or the number of extra steps 
required for the alternative sister-group relationships These are not necessarily the numbers of steps in the 
actual most parsimonious trees The numbers of informative sites refer to the branching orders of mammals, 
turtles, and birds, not to branching orders within any of these clades 
c Bootstrap values m % (1,000 replications) that support the respective branching orders are given 
d The highest likelihood trees are indicated by ML The differences of log-likelihoods, with their SEs, are given 
for the alternative topologies 
" Species names and data base accession numbers for the proteins used m the analyses are for αΑ-crystallin as 
given m the legend of Fig 2, excluding alligator, tegu, elephant and sloth, m order to obtain a similar data set 
as for the other proteins, for aB-crystallin, human (P02511), bovine (P02510), mouse (P23927), chicken 
(Q05713), duck Anas plalyrhynchos (Q05557), and bullfrog (X87114), cytochrome b, green turtle Cheloma 
rhnptrr ч 23. 
mydas (LI2716), leatherback turtle Dermochetys coriacea (LI2712), snapping turtle Chefydra serpentina 
(L12713), human (P00156), bovine (P00157), mouse (P00158), opossum Monodelphis domestica (Q04911), 
chicken (P18946), titmouse Parus momatus (P29638), and clawed toad Xenopus laevis (P00160), cytochrome 
c, snapping turtle С serpentina (P00022), human (P00001), bovine (P00006), mouse (P00009), kangaroo M 
giganleus (P00014), chicken (P00016), ostrich Struthio camelus (P00019), and bullfrog (P00024), a-
hemoglobin, Western painted turtle Chrysemys pietà belili (P13273), human (P01922), bovine (P01966), 
mouse (P01942), opossum D virgimana (P01976), chicken (P01994), ostrich (P01981), clawed toad X 
tropicalis (P07428), and axolotl Ambvstoma mexicanum (P02015), ft-hemoglobin, Western painted turtle 
(PI3274), human (P02023), bovine (P02070), mouse (P02088 and P02089), opossum D virgimana (P02109), 
chicken (P02112), ostnch (P02123), clawed load A' laevis (P02132 and P02133), and newt Trituras cnstatus 
(P10785 and P10786) insulin, slider turtles Trachemvs scripta and Chrysemys dorbigni (P31887), human 
(PO1308), bovine (PO 1317), mouse (POI325 and P01326), opossum D virgimana (P18I09), chicken and 
ostnch (P01332), and clawed toad X laevis (P12706 and P12707), myoglobin, green turtle (P02202), map 
turtle Graptemys geographica (P02201), human (P02144), bovme (P02192), mouse (P04247), opossum D 
virgimana (P02193), chicken (P02197), pengum Aptenodyles forsten (P02199), carp Cypnnus carpio 
(P02204), tuna Thunnus albacares (P02205), and shark Galeorhinus australis (P14397), nicotinamide adenine 
dinucleotide dehydrogenase subumt 2 (ND2, including 5-6 residues of cytochrome с oxydase subunit I), 
loggerhead turtle Caretta caretta (Seutin et al, 1994), terrapin turtle Malaclemys terrapin (Seutin et al, 1994), 
human (P03891/PO0395), bovine (РОЭ892/РО0396), mouse (P03893/P00397), opossum D virgimana 
(P41305/P41310), chicken (P18937/P18943), quail Cotumix japónica (P24971/P24984), clawed toad A" laevis 
(P03894/P00398), and саф (P24972/P24985), prolactin, green turtle (P33090), human (P01236), bovine 
(P01239), mouse (P06879), lungfish Protopterus aethiopicus (P33091), саф (P09585), and eel Anguilla 
anguilla (P33096), somatotropin, green turtle (P34005), human (P01241), bovine (P01246), mouse (P06880), 
chicken (P08998), duck (PI 1228), and bullfrog (P108I3), tyrosinase, snapping turtle Trtonyx sinensis 
(S56789), human (P14679), mouse (PI 1344), chicken (S54189), quail (S56788), and frog Я mgromaculata 
(Q04604) Due to computational limitations, m the maximum likelihood analyses one of the mouse (P02089), 
toad (P02133), and newt (P10786) sequences from the ß-hemoglobin data set, and tuna from the myoglobm 
data set had to be removed 
' For the combined protein analysis, the turtle (green turtle for cytochrome b and myoglobm, loggerhead for 
ND2), chicken, human, and mouse (P02088 and PO 1325, respectively, m the cases of the recent duplications of 
the ß-hemoglobin and insulin genes) sequences were used A composite oulgroup sequence was constructed 
from the nearest available outgroups frog aA-crvstallin, bullfrog aB-crvslallm, clawed toad cytochrome b, frog 
cytochrome c, toad α-hemoglobin, toad ß-hcmoglobin (P02132), toad insulin (PI2706), саф myoglobm, toad 
ND2, lungfish prolactin, frog somatotropin, and frog tyrosinase 
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Abstract 
An unresolved issue in higher avian systematics is the position of the fowl-like and the 
duck-like birds, Galliformes and Anseriformes, respectively. Most studies place these 
orders at the base of the neognath radiation While DNA hybridization data support a 
sister-group relationship of Galliformes and Anseriformes, macromolecular sequence 
analyses have not yet been able to provide a clear-cut answer. In this study, we present 
nucleotide sequences coding for the eye lens proteins aA- and aB-crystallin of a 
palaeognath, a galliform, an anseriform, and two other neognathous birds Phylogenetic 
analyses of this data set clearly support a galliform/anseriform clade, to the exclusion of 
other neognaths. 
Introduction 
Over the years, different phylogenetic hypotheses for the early lineages of birds have 
been proposed Most studies placed the ratite/tinamou clade (Palaeognathae) as the sister 
group of all other extant birds (Neognathae), as reviewed by Sheldon and Bledsoe 
(1993) morphology (Cracrañ & Mindell, 1989), transferrin and albumin immunological 
distances (Prager & Wilson, 1976), reassessment of DNA hybridization data (Sibley & 
Ahlquist, 1990, ρ 256), and amino acid sequences of the eye lens protein aA-crystallin 
(Stapel et al, 1984, Caspers et al, 1994) The aforementioned molecular studies, except 
for the albumin immunological distances (Prager & Wilson, 1976), also recognized a 
clade consisting of Neognathae without Galliformes (fowl-like birds, cracids, and 
megapodes) and Anseriformes (duck-like birds and screamers). 
Whether Galliformes and Anseriformes diverged independently from the early 
neognathous lineage or rather are sister clades is less clear Cracraft and Mindell ( 1989) 
recognized 11 morphological synapomorhies for a galliform/anseriform clade, but none 
for the remaining neognaths Olson and Feduccia (1980), however, considered 
Galliformes and Anseriformes not to be sister taxa, and they linked Anseriformes to 
Charadriiformes (shorebirds), based on fossil evidence Molecular studies have not been 
conclusive either DNA hybridization data placed Galliformes and Anseriformes as sister 
groups (Sibley & Ahlquist, 1990, ρ 256), as did transferrin immunological distances 
(Prager & Wilson, 1976) However, upon reanalysis of the transferrin immunological 
distances, Cracraft and Mindell (1989) found two shorter trees, one with anseriforms 
outside a galliform/other neognath clade and one with galliforms outside an 
anseriform/other neognath clade Ribosomal DNA restriction fragment length differences 
appeared to unite anseriforms and tinamous (Mindell & Honeycutt, 1989) Maximum 
parsimony analysis of ovomucoid amino acid sequences rendered Anseriformes 
paraphyletic and excluded them from a galliform/other neognath clade (Laskowski & 
Fitch, 1989) Maximum parsimony analysis of tandemly combined a- and ß-hemoglobin 
sequences placed a clade consisting of galliforms, songbirds, and parrots as a sister group 
to Anseriformes, in this study, however, the neognathous storks were the first offshoot 
of the avian lineage (Czelusniak et al, 1990) A tree based on mitochondrial 12S and 
16S rRNA gene sequences indicated a sister-group position of chicken and duck, albeit 
with a very low confidence probability value (Hedges et al, 1995) 
ocA-Crystallin amino acid sequences had been unable to resolve the 
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galliform/anseriform/other neognath trichotomy (Stapel et al, 1984), but a 146 bp 
fragment of the αΑ-crystallin gene placed the duck as a sister group of a galliform clade 
represented by chicken and silver pheasant (Lophura nycthemera), although with a low 
confidence probability value (Hedges et al, 1995). This prompted us to investigate 
whether longer αΑ-crystallin nucleotide sequences would give more conclusive evidence 
as to the position of Galliformes and Anseriformes in avian phylogeny To broaden our 
analysis, we also included sequences coding for another lens protein, aB-crystallin, in 
this study. 
Materials and methods 
ctA-Crystallin cDNA sequences, coding for amino acid positions 12-160 of the 173-
amino-acid-residue protein, were amplified from domestic pigeon (Columba livia) total 
lens RNA and from a domestic duck (Anas platyrhynchos) lens cDNA library in phage 
Xgtll as described earlier (Caspers et al, 1994; Hedges et al, 1995). аВ-Crystallin 
sequences, coding for amino acid positions 9-61, were amplified from total heart RNA of 
a thrush, the Eurasian blackbird (Turdus meruld), and from elegant crested-tinamou 
(Eudromia elegans), as well as from pigeon genomic DNA. Primers and hybridization 
conditions for αΑ-crystallin sequences were as described in Caspers et al (1994b), 
primers and hybridization conditions for aB-crystallin sequences were as in Caspers et 
al (1996), except that in the case of pigeon genomic DNA a hybridization temperature 
of 45°C instead of 55° С was used. Amplification products were cloned and sequences 
were determined as in Caspers et al. (1996). The sequences have been deposited in the 
EMBL database (accession nos. X96592-X96596). 
Corresponding αΑ-crystallin sequences of chicken (Gallus gallus, accession no. 
M17657), thrush (U31942), tinamou (L25850), red-eared slider turtle (Trachemys 
scripta elegans, U31938), human (Homo sapiens; U05569), and mouse (Mus musculus, 
J00375/J00376), as well as аВ-crystallin sequences of chicken (S53164), duck 
ас 
Results and discussion 
α-Crystallins belong to the small heat-shock protein family (Caspers et al, 1995) 
They occur abundantly in the vertebrate eye lens as multimene complexes, composed of 
two types of homologous subunits, α A- and oB-crystallin (Groenen et al, 1994). αΒ-
Crystallin is also present in other tissues, most notably in the heart (Bhat & Nagjneni, 
1989) Both subunits are encoded by single copy genes (King & Piatigorsky, 1983, 
Quax- Jeuken et al., 1985), which avoids the problem of paralogy in comparative studies 
While etA-crystallin sequences have already contributed to resolving some important 
problems in avian phylogeny (Stapel et al, 1984, Caspers et al, 1994b, Hedges et al, 
1995), avian аВ-crystallin sequences have only been reported for chicken (Sawada et al, 
1992) and duck (Lee et al, 1993) 
We now determined nucleotide sequences coding for amino acid residues 12-160 of 
аЛ-crystallin for an anseriform (duck) and another neognath bird (pigeon), and 
sequences coding for residues 9-61 of aB-crystallin for a palaeognath (tinamou) and a 
pigeon. The alignments of these sequences with other available avian sequences and 
relevant outgroups have been deposited in the EMBL database under accession no. 
DS27786. 
A Kimura-distance neighbor-joining tree based on the tandemly aligned oA- and aB-
crystallin sequences (607 bp) is shown in Fig. 1A. This tree groups chicken and duck 
together, with a bootstrap value of 97%, to the exclusion of pigeon. The palaeognathous 
tinamou constitutes the outgroup to this neognathous clade. Transversions-only 
neighbor-joining analysis, as well as maximum parsimony and maximum likelihood 
analyses, produces the same topology (not shown). 
To include another taxon from the nongalliform, nonanseriform neognaths in our 
analyses, we determined the corresponding aB-crystallin sequence of a thrush, the 
Eurasian blackbird. As we did not succeed in amplifying a larger part of the thrush aA-
crystallin sequence than the 146 bp already reported in Hedges et al. (1995), this 
shortened our alignment from 607 to 305 bp. Nevertheless, in the Kimura-distance 
neighbor-joining analysis (Fig. IB) chicken still clusters with duck, with a bootstrap 
value of 82%, and thrush clusters with pigeon in another neognath clade, with a 
bootstrap value of 79%. The transversions-only, maximum parsimony, and maximum 
likelihood analyses produce the same topology (not shown). 
To see whether additional sequences that might shed light on the galliform/anseriform 
relationship are hidden in the databases, we searched the SwissProt (version 32.0), PIR 
(version 45.0), EMBL (version 44.0), and GenBank (version 89.0) databases for amino 
acid and protein-coding nucleic acid orthologous sequences of galliforms, anseriforms, 
and other neognaths, for which outgroup sequences were also available. We tried to 
construct phylogenetic trees from the few retrieved data sets, but this did not render 
promising results. Cytochrome b sequences appear unable to resolve higher order avian 
relationships (Edwards et ai, 1991). Cytochrome с and pancreatic polypeptide 
sequences contain insufficient phylogenetic signal (Eemisse & Kluge, 1993), and 
orthology of available keratin sequences could not be established. Sequences coding for 
another eye lens protein, o-crystallin, presented another problem: Wistow and 
Piatigorsky (1990) noted that, while ôl-crystallin is a structural lens protein and 02-
crystallin is an active enzyme (argininosuccinate lyase), ôl- and ô2-crystallin of duck 
share the highest percentage identity with each other, as do chicken δΐ- and 02-
crystallin. Indeed both chicken and both duck sequences are sister groups in phylogenetic 
analyses using mammalian argininosuccinate lyase sequences as outgroups (not shown), 
indicating that they may have undergone gene conversion. This makes the position of the 
single known pigeon δ-crystallin sequence (Lin & Chiou, 1992) in the trees rather 
ambiguous. 
This report presents the first macromolecular sequence analysis, based on nuclear 
genes, in which a sister-group relationship of galliforms and anseriforms is well 
supported. However, in this study only one galliform and one anseriform are included. 
Further research should evaluate more taxa, since monophyly of both the orders 
Galliformes and Anseriformes is not entirely warranted. Monophyly of the traditional 
Galliformes (i.e., including cracids and megapodes) is supported by DNA hybridization 
(Sibley & Ahlquist, 1990), ovomucoid amino acid sequences (Laskowski & Fitch, 1989), 
and transferrin and ovalbumin immunological distances (Prager & Wilson, 1976). 
Albumin and lysozyme с immunological distances, however, placed a cracid outside a 
clade consisting of other galliforms and anseriforms (Prager & Wilson, 1976). 
Ovomucoid amino acid sequences placed anhimids (screamers) outside a galliform/other 
neognaths clade. This anhimid/galliform/other neognath clade was in turn a sister group 
of the other anseriforms (Laskowski & Fitch, 1989). Thus, subsequent studies on the 
phylogenetic position of Galliformes and Anseriformes should at least include a cracid, a 
megapode, and an anhimid as well. The present results demonstrate that even relatively 
short nuclear gene sequences may be informative in untangling such relationships. 





















Fig. 1. Avian relationships inferred from (A) 607 and (B) 305 bp of combined aA- and aB-cryslallin 
coding sequences, respectively Neighbor-joining trees using Kimura distances are shown, constructed with 
TREECON (Van de Peer & De Wachter, 1994) Distances are proportional to the minimum number of 
mutations per residue Bootstrap percentages from 1000 replications are indicated 
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Introduction 
This thesis concerns two subjects, the evolutionary history of the a-crystallins and 
related small heat-shock proteins, and the use of α-crystallin sequences in reconstructing 
vertebrate, in particular amniote, phylogeny. These subjects are related, by comparing 
the α-crystallin sequences of many species, evolutionary events concerning structure and 
function of the protein may be traced Some of these events, as described in the 
preceding chapters, will be discussed below 
Evolutionary history of the small heat-shock proteins: structure and function 
The discoveries that oc-crystallins are related to the small heat-shock proteins (Ingolla 
& Craig, 1982), that they occur outside of the lens (Bhat & Nagineni, 1989, Kato et al, 
1991), that they have a molecular chaperone-like function (Horwitz, 1992), and the 
increased level of aB-crystallin in neurodegenerative diseases (Renkawek et al, 1992, 
1994; van Noort et al, 1995) have increased the interest in these proteins. The fact that 
a-crystallins have a role outside as well as inside the lens may be indicated as gene 
sharing, just as well as is the case with the taxon-specific crystalline 
Understanding of the function of the a-crystallins has been hampered by the lack of 
knowledge of their structure. In Chapter 2 of this thesis, an alignment of the С-terminal 
domains of all available members of the shsp family has been used to identify conserved 
regions, and to make predictions about the proteins' secondary structure With the help 
of this alignment, together with the predicted solvent accessibility, hydropathy profile, 
and intron positions, it has been possible to predict the presence of two similar 
hydrophobic ß-sheet-rich motifs, connected by a hydrophilic α-helical region. Combined 
with the analysis of α-crystallin mutants (Smulders et al, 1995a, 1996) this information 
could be used to construct a spatial model for α-crystallin (Smulders et al, 1998). 
Recently it has been shown by site-directed spin-labeling that the secondary structure of 
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a highly conserved stretch of human aA-crystallin and hsp27 (positions 200-211 of the 
alignment of Fig 3 of the Introduction, positions 65-79 of the alignment of Fig 1 of 
Chapter 2) is indeed a ß-strand, as was predicted in Chapter 2 (Berengian et al., 1997, 
Mchaourabera/., 1997) 
Since the completion of Chapter 2, many more members of the shsp family have been 
characterized (reviewed in de Jong et αϊ, 1998) It is more than likely that all organisms 
possess at least one small heat-shock protein With respect to the multiple alignment, it 
should be noted that the positioning of gaps in an alignment of such diverse protein 
sequences is quite arbitrary This makes an unambiguous resolution of the deepest 
branches of the phylogenetic tree virtually impossible, especially since orthology of the 
respective proteins in the diverse organisms is not warranted 
Clearly, to some extent we have a vicious circle here, an improved alignment would 
improve a prediction of the structure, and more knowledge of the structure of the a-
crystallins would help to improve the alignment Progress in both areas will go with little 
steps at a time 
Nevertheless, it is clear that repeated gene duplications have occurred in the animal 
and green plant lineages A series of gene duplications in vertebrates produced the 
hspL27, HSPB2, hsp27, p20, <xA- and aB-crystallin genes (Chapter 2, de Jong et al, 
1998) Gene sharing may usually precede the evolution of functionally distinct proteins 
(Hughes, 1994), further gene duplications, producing different genes for the lenticular 
and extralenticular functions of especially aB-crystallin may lie ahead The divergence of 
the hsp30/ascidian HR-29 genes from this clade must have been much earlier, at least 
predating the chordate-arthropod divergence 
The paralogous shsps in one organism are usually differentially expressed—spatially 
or developmental^ They may well perform different functions The more conserved C-
terminal domains may be responsible for the properties which the shsps have in common, 
the less similar N-terminal domains for the properties which differ among the proteins 
Nevertheless, the N-terminal domains do also have common structural features The 
hydrophobic motif in the N-terminal domains of o-crystallin sequences (positions 55-62 
in Fig 3 of the Introduction), which is more or less conserved in all classes of hsps—not 
only the small ones (Crabbe & Goode, 1994)—, may be the surfacing part of the N-
terminal domain of the protein that is involved in the binding of unfolding proteins 
(Smulders & de Jong, 1997) This awaits further research. 
An alternative explanation for the common structural features in the N-terminal 
domains is convergence In this case, the observation that the N-terminal domains are 
more diverged than the C-terminal domains would be explained by exon shuffling rather 
than by different evolutionary rates An intron does demarcate the N-terminal and C-
terminal domains in the a-crystallin genes, as well as in the C. elegans shsp genes, in 
other shsp genes, introns are present at positions that have no relation with structural 
domains, however 
ot-Crystallins and higher order amniote phylogeny 
Table I of Chapter 5 reveals that where a clear phylogenetic signal is present, the 
method of phylogeny reconstruction appears to be of little importance. For the majority 
of proteins investigated, maximum parsimony, maximum likelihood, and neighbor-joining 
all produce the same tree topology Where tree topologies differ, confidence of the 
topologies is low 
It appears that for a generalized approach like in Chapter 5, where sequences of many 
different proteins are used, it is sufficient to use general phylogeny reconstruction 
methods, and not to worry about exact substitution models, which would vary per 
protein, and require intimate knowledge of every protein used (Russo et al., 1996) 
Incorporating structural and functional information into phylogenetic inference models 
can greatly improve the results of phylogenetic analysis (Naylor & Brown, 1997) 
However, many protein sequences will be just too short to completely resolve all nodes 
in a tree A multigenic approach, combining sequences of several genes or proteins, will 
do best in these cases (Hedges & Maxson, 1996) 
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There is ample support from the combined protein sequences for the branching off of 
the mammalian ancestor before the split between the ancestors of birds and turtles 
occurred. This supports the view currently held by the majority of researchers (Carroll, 
1987; Benton, 1990; Laurin & Reisz, 1995). The αΑ-crystallin sequences cannot resolve 
the sauropsid (reptile/bird) clade with statistical significance (Fig. 2A of Chapter 5). 
Indeed, relationships within this clade have by no means been settled yet (e.g., Rieppel & 
deBraga, 1996; Wilkinson et al, 1997). 
The early bird divergences 
While, as described in Chapters 4 and 6, most studies acknowledge a primary division 
of extant birds into Palaeognathae and Neognathae, new molecular data still come up 
with different orderings. For example, analyses of cytochrome b gene sequences alone, 
as well as twelve mitochondrial protein-coding genes and the two rRNA genes 
combined, placed Passeriformes as the first offshoot of modem birds (Härlid et al, 1997; 
Mindell et al, 1997). αΑ-Crystallin amino acid sequences are quite clear in supporting a 
monophyletic Palaeognathae as a sister group to Neognathae, however (Chapter 4). 
When replacements are trapped as apomorphies on decisive branches, relatively short 
and slowly evolving proteins can provide informative phylogenetic trees. And where 
amino acid sequences do not provide enough resolution, as in the case of the 
galliform/anseriform/other neognath trichotomy which is found with aA-crystallin amino 
acid sequences, the corresponding nucleotide sequences can provide additional 
resolution, resolving the trichotomy (Chapter 6). Unfortunately, only a very limited 
number of species have been used (one or two per clade)—and four-taxon approaches 
may sometimes give very misleading results (Philippe & Douzery, 1994). More 
specifically, the o-crystallin-based phylogenetic trees would have been more convincing 
if another palaeognatli—preferably a kiwi, as no kiwi aA-crystallin amino acid sequence 
has been determined yet, and the exact position of kiwis within Palaeognathae is heavily 
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debated (Lee et ai, 1997, and references therein)—, a cracid and a megapode 
(representing Galliformes), and an anhimid (Anseriformes) sequence had been included. 
That is, inasmuch trees based on such short sequences can be convincing at all 
Sequences of more genes will be needed to reliably resolve avian phylogeny. 
It is a matter of controversy whether the extant avian orders diverged before or after 
the Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary (Chiappe, 1995, Feduccia, 1996; Hedges et ai, 1996; 
Cooper & Penny, 1997). Taking an anapsid-diapsid (here, turtle-bird) split date of 272 
million years ago as a calibration point (Benton, 1990), and assuming rate constancy in 
the lineage leading to birds, a palaeognath-neognath divergence date can be estimated. 
Using a neighbor-joining tree based on 149 amino acids of otA-crystallin sequence (Fig 
2 A of Chapter 5), this divergence would have occurred about 60 million years ago, so in 
the early Tertiary However, if a neighbor-joining tree based on 607 bp of combined ctA-
and aB-crystallin sequences is used (Fig. 1A of Chapter 6), a palaeognath-neognath 
divergence date of about 150 million years ago is found (late Jurassic), and an 
anseriform-galliform divergence date of about 70 million years ago (late Cretaceous). 
This difference in estimated divergence dates—the nucleotide date much longer ago 
than the amino acid date—could indicate the existence of a functional constraint on the 
avian α-crystallins, so that more synonymous than non-synonymous substitutions are 
fixed, resulting in a slowdown of the amino acid replacement rate This would mean that 
the earlier dates are more likely. While the α-crystallin sequences are much too short to 
say anything authoritative on the avian ordinal divergence dates, they would seem to 
provide some support for the conclusions of Hedges et ai (1996) and Cooper & Penny 
(1997) that modern birds diversified before the Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary. 
a-Crystallins in nonamniote vertebrates 
Bonyfish 
To increase insight into vertebrate phylogeny, it is important to study the a-crystallins 
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of "lower" (nonamniote) vertebrates, too However, up till now, no a-crystallin 
sequences of bony fish have been determined It had been noted early on that the a-
crystallin level is generally low in bony fish (Rabaey, 1964) De Jong et al. (1976) were 
able to isolate o-crystallins from all vertebrate classes, including cartilaginous and jawless 
fishes, but not from the investigated bony fish species, the Atlantic cod Gadus morhua 
(Gadiformes, Gadidae) In eye lens extracts of three species belonging to two other 
teleost orders—perch Perca fluviatile (Perciformes, Percidae), European roach Ruttlus 
rutilus and carp Cyprmus carpio (Cypriniformes, Cyprinidae)—the presence of a-
crystallins could not be confirmed, neither on alkaline urea gels nor on two-dimensional 
gels (de Kleijn, 1983) In contrast, lenses of the bluefish Pomatomus saltatrix 
(Perciformes, Pomatomidae) were found to contain large amounts of a-crystallin (41 6% 
of total protein), forming high-molecular-weight aggregates (Zigler & Sidbury, 1976) In 
this case, identity of the α-crystallin could be confirmed immunologically, by 
immunodiffusion with antiserum specific for bovine α-crystallin The presence of aA-
crystallin was also determined immunologically in lenses of a tuna (Perciformes, 
Scombridae) and a swordfish (Perciformes, Xiphiidae) (J Horwitz, pers comm ) 
Bluefish, tuna, and swordfish are all large, fast-swimming oceanic fish, tuna and 
swordfish, both belonging to suborder Scombroidei, have developed diverse mechanisms 
of endothermy (Block et al, 1993) Proteins which could be α-crystallin subumts are 
also present in the eye lens, but not in the photophore lenses, of a light-organ bearing 
fish, the midshipman Porwhthys notatus (Batrachoidiformes, Batrachoididae) (Dove et 
al, 1993) 
During the course of the work described in this thesis, Eurlings (1993) and Reinders 
(1994) tested lens extracts of four other teleost fish species—sapphinne gurnard (in 
Dutch rode poon) Trigla lucerna (Scorpaeniformes, Triglidae), haddock 
Melanogrammus aeglefinus and whiting Merlangius merlangus (Gadiformes, Gadidae), 
and common mackerel Scomber scombrus (Perciformes, Scombridae)—for the presence 
of α-crystallins by Western blotting of sodium dodecyl sulphate Polyacrylamide gels 
(SDS-PAGE) Using equal amounts of protein, sapphirine gurnard lens extract gave the 
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clearest band at the position of bovine αΑ-crystallin with an antiserum against bovine 
αΑ-crystallin. The other species gave weaker reactions. The lens extracts had been 
stored at 4°C; haddock lens extract that had been stored at -20°C gave no reaction. 
Reinders (1994) attempted to isolate α-crystallin from sapphirine gurnard lens extract 
by gel permeation chromatography on Superóse 6 (Pharmacia LKB). Western blots of 
SDS-PAGE of gel permeation fractions showed the presence of otA-crystallin in the 
second peak of the elution pattern, the elution time of which corresponds to the Рн^-
crystallin fraction of bovine lenses (de Jong et al, 1976). On the other hand, gel 
permeation chromatography on Ultrogel AcA34 (Pharmacia LKB) of haddock, 
mackerel, and sapphirine gurnard lens extracts revealed a putative presence of aA- and 
aB-crystallins in the fractions of which the elution times correspond to bovine γ-
crystallin (Eurlings, 1993). Alkaline urea gel electrophoresis at pH 8.5 (de Jong et al, 
1984) of haddock gel permeation fractions did not unequivocally reveal any bands at the 
position of bovine α-crystallins. Western blots of these alkaline urea gels, and of two-
dimensional gels (O'Farrell, 1975) of haddock lens extract, were unsuccessful (Eurlings, 
1993). 
Recently, the presence of αΑ-crystallin in carp and Tilapia sp. (Perciformes, 
Cichlidae) lens extracts was demonstrated on Western blots (P. Overkamp, pers. 
comm). 
Copying the approach that had been successful in determining avian and turtle cc-
crystallin sequences, Eurlings (1993) attempted RT-PCR on haddock lens RNA, using 
α A- and ocB-crystallin specific primers as described in Chapters 4 and 5. No fish cc-
crystallin sequences could be amplified, however. 
The aberrant behavior offish α-crystallins in gel permeation chromatography indicates 
that they form smaller aggregates than other vertebrate α-crystallins. This could mean 
that bony fish α-crystallins have acquired apomorphous features in their sequences, 
making them all the more interesting. This could also be the explanation for the weak 
reactions with antibodies against mammalian α-crystallins, and the unsuccessful PCR. So, 
faint bands on Western blots, or negative PCR results using primers that worked with 
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mammals, birds, and a turtle, do not necessarily mean that fish α-crystallins are present at 
undetectably low levels, it could mean that they are just different, providing more 
difficulties for their isolation and sequence determination. 
Taking all this into account, among the investigated fish species, the sapphirine 
gurnard appears to possess the highest level of α-crystallin, provided that the antibodies 
used gave equal reactions with the different fish species' α-crystallins. This highest a-
crystallin level in the bottom-dwelling sapphirine gurnard, and not in the fast-swimming 
scombroid mackerel, would indicate that the presence of detectable α-crystallin in fish 
lenses is neither related to the phylogenetic group nor to the ecological niche of the fish, 
unlike the presence of lens pigments (Thorpe et al, 1993). 
Amphibians 
Bouwman (1995) attempted RT-PCR on African clawed toad (Xenopus ¡aevis) RNA, 
but neither aA- nor ctB-crystallin sequences could be amplified. A partial aA-crystallin 
cDNA clone had been isolated from a X. laevis cDNA library, however (N.H. Lubsen, 
pers. comm ) X. laevis lenses are low in α-crystallin (7.3% of lens proteins in adults, less 
in larvae) (Brahma & Bours, 1972). In two other anuran amphibian species, European 
common frog (Rana temporaria) and European toad (Bufo bufo), α-crystallins amount 
to 15% and 28% of water-soluble lens proteins, respectively (de Jong et al, 1976). Once 
again we see an increasing α-crystallin content correlating with a more terrestrial lifestyle 
(see below). 
X. laevis α-crystallin sequences would be of particular interest, since this animal is 
thought to have arisen from a tetraploidization event about 30 million years ago. It may 
well possess duplicate aA- and aB-crystallin genes. In X. laevis, both copies of 
duplicated gene pairs are expressed at approximately one-half of all loci; in many cases, 
both copies are under evolutionary constraints, and may be expressed in different tissues 
or at different developmental stages (Hughes & Hughes, 1993) 
Hsp30 
Interestingly, only in bony fish and in Xenopus, where α-crystallin levels in the lens are 
low and α-crystallin sequences have not been determined yet, the presence of another 
branch of shsps, hsp30, has been established (Krone et al, 1992, Norris et al, 1997) It 
is tempting to speculate that, where fish α-crystallins may show aberrant properties as 
compared to other vertebrates' cc-crystallins, hsp30 may have taken over the 
extralenticular role of α-crystallin in fish In Xenopus, where up till now no hsp27-
homolog has been found, hsp30 may have taken over the role of hsp27 
Acceleration of anthropoid αΑ-crystallin evolution 
Within primate αΑ-crystallin sequences, the acceleration of evolution in the 
anthropoid lineage, as most clearly seen in the phylogenetic trees in de Jong & Goodman 
(1988), Jaworski (1995), and Fig 5 of the Introduction, is real There is no reason to 
assume, as Cao et al (1994b) do, that the human sequence (and, likewise, the other 
anthropoid sequences) is paralogous to the other mammalian sequences The accelerated 
αΑ-crystallin substitution rate in anthropoids, as compared to other primates and e g 
rodents, is in stark contrast with the general slowdown in hominoid molecular evolution, 
as was first noted by Goodman (1963, 1996) This slowdown is caused by the 
generation-time effect, hominoids having a longer generation time than other mammals 
(Li et al, 1996) The accelerated αΑ-crystallin amino acid replacement rate in 
anthropoids may however be a case of coupling of rates of molecular and morphological 
evolution This coupling, contradicting the molecular clock hypothesis (Zuckerkandl & 
Pauling, 1965), appears to occur quite often (Omland, 1997) 
It is tempting to speculate on the reason for this evolutionary acceleration of αΑ-
crystallin amino acid replacement rates Wistow (1993b) proposed an evolutionary 
scenario in which the crystallin composition of the lens changed with changing visual 
environments The vertebrate eye evolved in the water, requiring a lens with a high 
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refractive index. The major crystallins in fish lenses are γ-crystallins; indeed, in bony fish 
lenses, hardly any or no α-crystallins are present (de Jong, 1981, see above) The first 
mammals may have been nocturnal, and may have had hard, myopic lenses as in present-
day rodents, in which γ-crystallins are also the major structural component. γ-Crystallins 
are apparently required for high-refractive-index lenses. When mammals became diurnal 
and arboreal, a lifestyle that culminated in the anthropoids, son accomodating lenses 
would be favored γ-Crystallins became less prominent by a variety of mechanisms 
(Brakenhoffef al, 1990), making way for other, lens-softening, crystallins, be it either a-
or taxon-specific crystallins The process is parallelled in birds, which, requiring great 
visual acuity, have also replaced γ-crystallins by other, taxon-specific, crystallins 
(Wistow, 1993b) The more important role for α-crystallins in anthropoid lenses might 
have resulted in an evolutionary pressure towards lens-softening properties of these a-
crystallins However, the squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris), a diurnal and arboreal rodent, has 
not accumulated any amino acid replacements in its αΑ-crystallin sequence as compared 
to murid rodents (Hendriks et al, 1987). 
An alternative hypothesis for the acceleration of anthropoid αΑ-crystallin evolution is 
that the loss of the ability to manufacture ascorbate (one of the most efficient free-radical 
quenchers) endogenously, believed to have occurred in the anthropoid ancestor 
approximately 25 million years ago, increased the likelihood of free-radical-induced 
genetic mutations. These mutations subsequently may have propelled the evolution of the 
Anthropoidea (Challem, 1997). 
Future 
In view of the exciting new discoveries on the functions of α-crystallins, it may be 
rather sobering to realize that organisms can apparently do without these proteins. aA-
Crystallin gene knockout mice appear quite normal, apart from that their lenses are 
smaller and develop opacifications (Brady et al, 1997). However, this kind of studies 
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opens up new areas of research on the roles of aA- versus ccB-crystallins and other 
shsps 
Now that an a-crystallin structural element, predicted in Chapter 2, actually has been 
found for the first time, more advances in the elucidation of a-crystallin and shsp 
structure can be expected (Berengian et al, 1997, Mchaourab et al, 1997) It is hoped 
that insights gained from the evolutionary history of the shsp family will again be useful 
in this respect 
The accumulation of a-crystallin sequence data of more organisms will, combined 
with other sequences, continue to provide new phylogenetic information Eventually, as 
Darwin hoped, classifications of organisms will come to be true genealogies 
12Û 
cladistics Method to assess evolutionary relationships by using shared derived 
characters (synapomorphies) 
compositional bias Fixation of favored mutations, resulting in the uneven 
accumulation of certain nucleotides 
concerted evolution Maintenance of homogeneity of nucleotide sequences among 
members of a gene family in a species, although the sequences change over time 
convergence Independent evolution of similar traits 
exon shuffling Exon duplication and insertion from one gene into another. 
gene conversion Nonreciprocal recombination process resulting in a sequence 
becoming identical with another one 
gene sharing A gene acquiring and maintaining a second function without duplication 
and without loss of its primary function 
homology Similarity by common ancestry 
homoplasy Character independently evolved in parallel lineages, resulting in 
convergence. 
isochore Genomic DNA fragment homogeneous in base composition 
molecular clock Hypothesis that, in a certain DNA sequence, mutations accumulate at 
an approximately constant rate in all evolutionary lineages, as long as the DNA sequence 
retains its original function 
operational taxonomie unit (OTU) Extant taxonomie unit under study 
orthology Sequence similarity as a consequence of a speciation event. 
paralogy Sequence similarity between the descendants of a duplicated ancestral gene 
phenetics Method to assess evolutionary relationships by indices of similarity. 
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Requirements for transparency and proper light refraction of the eye lens impose 
specific demands on its structural proteins a-Crystallins are abundant structural proteins 
of the vertebrate eye lens, but also occur in lower concentrations outside of the lens 
They consist of two subunits, aA- and ccB-crystallin The a-crystallins belong to the 
family of small heat-shock proteins (shsps), which has members in, most likely, all 
organisms In man, for example, six shsps have been described aA- and aB-crystallin, 
hsp27, p20, hspL27, and HSPB2 These proteins perform diverse functions Most 
notable is the molecular chaperone-like behavior (the ability to prevent aggregation of 
other proteins) of many shsps 
This thesis concerns two related subjects, the evolutionary history of the o-crystallins 
and related small heat-shock proteins, and the use of α-crystallin sequences in 
reconstructing vertebrate, in particular amniote (mammal, reptile, and bird), phylogeny 
Understanding of α-crystallin and other shsp functions has been hampered by the lack 
of knowledge of the structure of these proteins In Chapter 2 of this thesis, an overview 
of the newly characterized members of the shsp family is given. All shsps are 
characterized by the presence of a conserved homologous C-terminal domain, the "o-
crystallin domain" An alignment of the C-terminal domains of all available members of 
the shsp family has been used to identify conserved regions, and to make predictions 
about the proteins' secondary structure. With the help of this alignment, together with 
the predicted solvent accessibility, hydropathy profile, and intron positions, it has been 
possible to predict the presence of two similar hydrophobic ß-sheet-rich motifs, 
connected by a hydrophilic α-helical region. Also, the phylogeny of the members of the 
shsp family has been reconstructed While the prokaryotic and fungal representatives are 
not properly resolved, most of the plant and animal shsps are clearly grouped into 
distinct clades, reflecting a history of repeated gene duplications. 
Because of slow evolution rates, α-crystallin sequences are potentially informative 
about the phylogeny of higher vertebrate taxa (classes, orders) Earlier, α-crystallin 
ummnr\! 
sequences had predominantly been determined at the amino acid level Chapter 3 
exemplifies how the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and DNA sequencing have been 
used to verify the human ocA-crystallin sequence, which had been inferred at the amino 
acid level before 
The remainder of this thesis considers certain problems in vertebrate phylogeny, in 
which a-crystallin sequences turned out to give some valuable information In Chapter 4 
it is shown how oA-crystallin sequences place the tinamous—South American birds of 
disputed affinities—in a clade with the ratites, the large flightless birds 
Chapter 5 concerns the branching order of the major amniote clades, with special 
emphasis on the position of the turtles Various alternatives for the position of the turtles 
had been proposed, branching off either before or after the mammals cDNA sequences 
of turtle ttA- and aB-crystallin have been determined In addition, databases were 
searched for turtle protein sequences, for which mammalian, avian, and outgroup 
(amphibian or fish) orthologs were available All sequences were analyzed with three 
phylogenetic tree reconstruction methods Seven out of twelve proteins (including the a-
crystallins), as well as all proteins combined, support a sister-group relation of turtles and 
birds with all three methods The other proteins do not consistently support another 
topology This indicates that the ancestors of the mammals branched off before the 
divergence between the ancestors of turtles and birds occurred 
After the branching off of the ratite-tinamou clade from the avian stem, the next 
divergence is an unresolved three-way split between the fowl-like birds, the duck-like 
birds, and all other extant birds. ccA-Crystallin amino acid sequences could not resolve 
this trichotomy In Chapter 6 it is shown that the added resolution of α A-, as well as aB-
crystallin-encoding DNA sequences, gives an answer Phylogenetic analyses of these 
sequences clearly support a sister-group relation of the fowl-like and the duck-like birds, 
to the exclusion of the other birds 
SAMENVATTING 
Vereisten voor wat betreft doorzichtigheid en juiste lichtbreking leggen specifieke 
voorwaarden op aan de structurele eiwitten in de ooglens α-Crystallines zijn algemeen 
voorkomende structurele eiwitten in de ooglens van gewervelde dieren Ze komen in 
lagere concentraties ook buiten de lens voor Ze bestaan uit twee subeenheden, aA- en 
aB-crystalline De α-crystallines maken deel uit van de familie van zogenaamde kleine 
heat-shock-eiwitten (shsps), waarvan de leden voorkomen in waarschijnlijk alle 
organismen Zo zijn er bij de mens zes shsps beschreven aA- en aB-crystalline, hsp27, 
p20, hspL27 en HSPB2. Deze eiwitten verrichten diverse functies Het meest 
opmerkelijk is het moleculair chaperonne-gedrag (het vermogen om de aggregatie van 
andere eiwitten te voorkomen) van vele shsps 
In dit proefschrift wordt aandacht besteed aan twee verwante onderwerpen de 
evolutionaire geschiedenis van α-crystallines en verwante kleine heat-shock-eiwitten, en 
het gebruik van a-crystallinesequenties bij het reconstrueren van de fylogenie van de 
gewervelden, in het bijzonder de amnioten (zoogdieren, reptielen en vogels) 
Begrip van de functies van de α-crystallines en andere shsps wordt gehinderd door het 
gebrek aan kennis over de structuur van deze eiwitten In Hoofdstuk 2 van dit 
proefschrift wordt een overzicht gegeven van onlangs gekarakteriseerde leden van de 
shsp-familie Alle shsps worden gekenmerkt door de aanwezigheid van een 
geconserveerd homoloog C-terminaal domein, het "a-crystalline-domein" Een alignment 
van alle beschikbare leden van de shsp-familie is gebruikt om geconserveerde regio's te 
identificeren en om voorspellingen te doen over de secundaire structuur van de eiwitten 
Met behulp van deze alignment, in combinatie met de voorspelde toegankelijkheid voor 
oplosmiddelen, een profiel van de hydropathieen en de posities van intronen, was het 
mogelijk om de aanwezigheid te voorspellen van twee overeenkomende motieven die rijk 
zijn aan ß-vouwbladen, en die worden verbonden door een hydrofiele α-helix Ook is de 
fylogenie van leden van de shsp-familie gereconstrueerd Hoewel de plaats van de 
prokaryoten- en de schimmel-vertegenwoordigers niet goed opgelost kan worden, 
1Λ2 SifimenvnUino 
kunnen de meeste planten- en dieren-shsps duidelijk in onderscheiden groepen worden 
geplaatst Dit onthult een geschiedenis van herhaalde genduplicaties 
Vanwege een lage evolutiesnelheid kunnen a-crystallinevolgorden informatief zijn 
over de fylogenie van hogere taxa van vertebraten (klassen, orden) Voorheen werden ct-
crystallinevolgorden voornamelijk op aminozuumiveau bepaald Hoofdstuk 3 toont hoe 
de polymerase-kettingreactie (PCR) en DNA-volgordebepaling gebruikt zijn om de 
menselijke aA-volgorde, die eerder op aminozuumiveau was bepaald, te verifiëren 
De rest van dit proefschrift behandelt enkele problemen in de fylogenie van de 
gewervelde dieren, waarbij a-crystallinevolgorden waardevolle informatie bleken te 
verstrekken In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt getoond hoe aA-crystallinevolgorden de tinamoes — 
Zuid-Amerikaanse vogels waarvan de plaats in de systematiek betwist wordt — 
verenigen met de grote loopvogels 
Hoofdstuk 5 betreft de aftakkingsvolgorde van de belangrijkste groepen van 
amnioten, met speciale aandacht voor de positie van de schildpadden Diverse 
alternatieven waren voor de positie van de schildpadden voorgesteld een aftakking vóór 
dan wel ná de zoogdieren Er werden cDNA-volgorden van aA- en aB-crystalline van 
een schildpad bepaald Daarnaast werden databases doorzocht op eiwitvolgorden van 
schildpadden, waarvoor ook orthologen van zoogdieren, vogels en een outgroup 
(amfibie of vis) beschikbaar waren Alle volgorden werden geanalyseerd met drie 
methoden voor het reconstrueren van fylogenetische bomen Zeven van de twaalf 
eiwitten (inclusief de α-crystallines), zowel als alle eiwitten gecombineerd, ondersteunen 
met alle drie de methoden een zustergroeprelatie van schildpadden en vogels De andere 
eiwitten geven geen consistente ondersteuning voor een andere topologie Dit geeft aan 
dat de voorouders van de zoogdieren aftakten voor de splitsing tussen de voorouders 
van schildpadden en vogels plaats vond 
Na het aflakken van de groep van de loopvogels en tinamoes van de stam van de 
vogels, is de volgende divergentie een onopgeloste driewegsplitsing tussen de 
hoenderachtigen, de eendachtigen en alle andere nog bestaande vogels 
Aminozuursequenties van αΑ-crystallines konden deze trichotomie niet oplossen In 
Snmenvnttirto Lai. 
Hoofdstuk 6 wordt getoond dat de toegevoegde resolutie van DNA-volgorden die 
coderen voor ocA-, zowel als aB-crystallines, een antwoord geeft. Fylogenetische 
analyses van deze DNA-volgorden ondersteunen duidelijk een zustergroeprelatie van de 
hoenderachtigen en de eendachtigen, met uitsluiting van de overige vogels. 
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waar de hoatzin leeft wel bewaard moeten blijven 
Hedges, S В , Simmons, M D , van Dijk, M A M , Caspers, G -J, de Jong, W W & Sibley, С G (1995) Proc 
Natl Acad Set U&192: 11662-11665 
Komegav, J R , Schilling, J W & Wilson, А С (1994)Afo/ Biol Evol 11: 921-928 
VIII 
De speurtocht naar α-crystalline in de ooglenzen van de schelvis doet denken aan Lewis 
Carroll's gedicht Haddocks ' Eyes 
[ ] He said, 'I hunt for haddocks' eyes 
Among the heather bright, 
And work them into waistcoat-buttons 
In the silent night 
And these I do not sell for gold 
Or coin of silvery shine, 
But for a copper halfpenny, 
And that will purchase nine 
CaiToll, L ( 1872) Through the Loaking-Glass 
IX 
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder Then again, so is the lens 
Nijmegen, 28 september 1998 
Gert-Jan Caspers 



